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Abstract 

Solar energy is often considered as waste energy in the world as only few percentage of the 

solar energy reaching the earth being harnessed for use. With growing demand in heating and 

cooling demands around the world, it has become imperative that research be focused on how 

to make use of this waste energy. Heat pumps are considered better in meeting cooling and 

heating loads, a CO2 as choice refrigerant. Not only those CO2 have better thermodynamic 

properties, it is environmentally friendly as it does not contribute to ozone layer depletion with 

a global warming potential of 1.  

 

With this study, theoretical analysis of integrated CO2 heat pump has been carried out and 

experimental campaign has been able to justify the potentials of integrating a solar collector to 

a CO2 heat pump with multiple loads (cooling and heating). A region with relative high solar 

radiation was selected and with the aid of a simulation tool, RHVAC, the corresponding 

cooling load required for residential purpose was determined. This cooling load served as 

reference load for the air evaporator. Improvising the solar collector with a glycol evaporator, 

additional heat was absorbed into the system, thereby increasing the heating capacity of the 

heat pump. The cooling load reference for the air evaporator ranges from 2.37 to 2.73 kW. A 

single transcritical heat pump was simulated in Pack calculation to predict the behavior of the 

system with only the air evaporator. Depending on the amount of heat supplied from glycol, an 

heat increase of twice the it’s initial capacity was recorded.  

 

The system parameters were varied to predict their influence on system performance. At 2.37 

kW cooling load, the highest COP of 3.97 and 3.67 for heating and cooling at an evaporation 

temperature of 10℃ with a high side pressure of 84 bar. At a cooling load of 2.73 kW, the 

highest obtainable COP for heating and Cooling were 4.04 and 3.55 respectively at an 

evaporation temperature of 10℃  and high side pressure of 90 bar. The seasonal energy 

efficiency ratio (SEER) rating of the air evaporator was also performed. The performance of 

the system for drying applications was also carried out with a potential drying efficiency of 

66% calculated. It was further discovered that integrating the dryer with the air evaporator at 

2.73 kW cooling capacity, the drying efficiency increased to about 75%. 

 

The performance of CO2 heat pump was compared to alternative refrigerants, R134a and 

R410a. The CO2 system had a better cooling performance than both refrigerants.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

CO2 heat pumps have been highlighted as the solution for present and future heat pump and 

refrigeration challenges associated with other heat pump systems. With emphasis on a greener 

world, which has led to the re-emergence of natural working fluids, previous studies has shown 

CO2 heat pump systems to possess better system performance, safety, availability and with 

huge potentials. One of such potentials is the recovery and utilization of waste heat/energy in 

a heat pump systems with aim of improving system efficiency while also proving to be a useful 

application. The integrated systems typically consist of two or more different process cycles. 

The integration is such that it which comprises of a primary refrigeration cycle and another 

cycle which can be used for secondary applications. The secondary application can either be in 

a single, dual or multiple mode. 

During the CO2 heat pump process, a lot of heat accompanies the compression of the working 

fluid. This heat is removed from during gas cooling or condensation and is considered a waste. 

This waste heat can be harnessed. When harnessed, this recovered heat is put into useful work 

such as space heating, hot water heating, drying and other applications. This supplement the 

primary work being done and hence better energy efficiency of system is achieved. This will 

not only enhance the system performance, but also will lead to decrease in total energy demand, 

which hitherto has been supplemented by the successful conversion of the waste heat. 

Previous studies have shown the potentials of reducing energy demand. One of such secondary 

processes that employs heat pumps for alternative applications is drying. Sequel to the use of 

heat pump systems, different drying processes such as sun drying, direct resistance heaters 

e.t.c. These applications have shown to either not to be so effective or costly. The sun drying 

process is highly dependent on the amount of solar radiation available, time of the day, location. 

Since this not equally distributed, it raises the question of efficiency. The direct resistance on 

the other is an energy intensive process and it is also costly.  Bantle et. al (2016), reported a 

70% reduction in energy demand from the simulation of a CO2 heat pump system for drying 

applications. Ceylan et. al ( 2006), conducted an energy and exergy analysis timber dryer 

assisted heat pump. The study reported the potency of drying integrated heat pump, as initial 

moisture content of the poplar and pine timbers with 1.28 kg water/kg dry matter and 0.6 kg 

water/kg dry matter respectively was reduced to 0.15 kg water/kg. KloÈcker et. al (2001) 

designed a drying heat pump with a 12kw capacity and experimentally recorded 65% energy 

savings compared to Passat type 132E direct heating mode. Sarkar et. al. (2006), modelled a 

transcritical CO2 heat pump dryer and validated with experimental results while also 

establishing the important operating parameters such as dryer efficiency, recirculation air ratio, 

air mass flowrate and ambient temperature. KloÈcker et. al (2002),  established a relationship 

that showed that the energy saving potential increases with the Carnot efficiency of heat pump 

dryer.  

Lorentzen 1994, introduced a novel approach of hot tap water heating. He proposed a 

transcritical Co2 process simultaneous refrigeration and hot tap water production. This 

employs the sensible cooling for gas cooling and simultaneously hot water heating.  Neskå et 

al. (1998),  proposed that the application of CO2 heat pump systems can reduce primary energy 

consumption with more than 75% compared to electrical heating. Stene 2007, highlighted the 

potential of CO2 heat pump systems for domestic hot water sighting the annual heating demand 
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for domestic hot water (DHW) typically constitutes 50 to 85% of the total annual heating 

demand in the residence. Combining space cooling with water heating is a technology that most 

adaptable to geographical regions where the annual cooling load is large. For such regions, 

having a system that primarily cools residential building and also provides or supplement the 

hot water demand by residence is important. Heat pumps system that achieves this by using the 

heat rejected to provide this secondary application. Not only does it helps cuts energy cost but 

more importantly, it aids energy conservation and enhances better energy efficiency of the 

system.   

 

1.2. Objectives 

Improving the thermal performance and applications of heat pump systems have been an 

attractive research topic while tremendous of attempts have been conducted. The rejected heat 

from condensers in heat pump systems to ambient is considered wasted, and it counts very 

huge amount especially in countries where air conditioning is running most the day. Exploiting 

this heat in useful applications such as water heating, drying, and desalination could bring a lot 

of benefits. These systems usually operating by synthetic refrigerants such as R 134a which 

contributes to global warming and Ozone depletion. The best alternative of HFC refrigerants 

group is Carbon Dioxide (R744) since it is natural, and has competitive thermo-physical 

properties. In the meanwhile, integration of renewable energy resource with heat pump system 

is recommended, and can lead to increase the COP of the system and decrease the fuel energy 

consumption. For that, Carbon Dioxide Solar Assisted Heat Pump system for water heating, 

drying, and cooling is proposed. The system can provide the three application simultaneously 

or independently. 

 

The objectives of the present study are highlighted as follows: 

1. Theoretical analysis of integrated CO2 heat pump systems, identification of key 

performance indictors 

2. Experimental investigations of integrated CO2 heat pump system to validate the theoretical 

results. 

3. Discussion of results and comparing the results with system applying alternative working 

fluids. 

 

1.3 Outline of study 

 

The outline of study is described as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the possible heating and cooling demands in buildings. It 

also describes how the demands vary based on geographical location and the use of heat pump 

to meet these demands. The possible source of heat was reviewed including solar. A 

background review of useful literature important for the study were also examined. Three 

different loads (space cooling, hot water and drying) to be meet by the heat pump in study are 

discussed briefly.  

 

Chapter 3 provides an insight into the properties of CO2 as a working fluid, description of the 

main characteristics of CO2 heat pumps. The Lorentz cycle is briefly discussed as the idea 

cycle that best describes the CO2 heat pump operation and while its performance should be 

evaluated using Lorentz COP and efficiency. Performance indicators were established for the 

three different loads. Further theoretical analysis on system performance was carried out. A 

few system design options were also considered. 
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Chapter 4 gives a brief description the test rig, its components, instrumentation, test matrix and 

how the experimental campaign was carried out. Uncertainty of measured and derived 

parameters were evaluated. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the reference basis on which the experiment was carried. Simulation tools 

were used to determine the space cooling load for a residence. This load was later interpreted 

to be the reference air evaporator capacity. An hourly profiling simulation tool was used to 

gain an insight of the SEER rating of space cooling heat pumps. This tool also estimated the 

performance of a single transcritical system with a single evaporator (air). A model to estimate 

and supplement experimental reading was also developed accordingly. 

 

Chapter 6 provides the simulation and experimental results of the study and discussions. 

 

Chapter 7 gives the conclusion of the study and provides an insight into possible further studies.  
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CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

2.1 Heating and cooling demand in buildings.  

 2.1.1 Classification of heat pump loads 

 

Heat pumps can also be classified based on its applicability. There are two primary classes, 

cooling load and heating load as shown in Table 2.1 below. However, these processes both 

exist in the refrigeration and its configuration is solely based on applicability. When the 

primary function of the heat pump is to remove heat from a system or space, its application is 

found refrigeration and air conditioning. When the primary function of the heat pump is to add 

heat to a system or space, its application is found in space heating, e.t.c. This classification cuts 

across residential and industrial processes, however combination and integration of two or 

more of the applications is also possible. 

 

Table 2.1: Classification of heat pump loads 

Classification Applications 

Cooling load Air conditioning  

Refrigeration 

Heating load Space heating 

Hot water heating  

Drying  

Desalination  

 

Residential sector accounts for 48% of Heating and cooling consumption in the Italy with, only 

29.4% of households have access to space cooling system. The most common air conditioning 

systems utilized are reversible HVAC systems which are applicable for summer and winter 

operations accordingly, found in 68.1% of homes with air conditioning according to report 

from GSE 2015. Recent data from Lapillonne et al (2014) shows that the demand for air 

conditioning has increased by about 100% in Italy from the year 2000 to 2011 and it is predicted 

that it will keep growing even as the production of Air conditioning keeps increasing.  

 

In Europe, energy requirement for heating and cooling accounts for 50% of the total energy 

requirement, with residential sector representing 45% of the demand. Classifying by 

application as shown in the Figure 2.1 below, the average hot water demand in Europe is 

between 50 to 85%. The amount of energy required for space heating span across 35 to 75% 

of total demand. Process cooling with desalination as an example accounts for up to 48% while 

space cooling accounts for a high value of about 30% in Malta. [Eu.europa.eu] 
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Figure 2.1: Applications of heating and cooling load by region [Ec.europe.eu] 

 

2.1.2 Heat sources for integrated heat pump systems  

An important parameter to be taken into consideration when designing a heat pump is the heat 

source. The absorption encapsulates the evaporation process and it occurs at constant 

temperature using latent heat.  

 

The design of heat pump systems can based on systems types. With reference to the gas cooler 

and evaporator design, the heat pump can be classified as direct or indirect systems. Examples 

of direct system includes air to air, water to water, air to water and brine to water, brine to air 

for the indirect systems. The air to air type of heat pump system utilizes air as the heat source 

and also as the medium of heat transmission from the refrigeration/ air conditioning. The air to 

water type of heat pump systems utilizes water as the heat source and air as the medium of heat 

transmission away from the refrigeration/air conditioning space. An indirect system utilizes a 

secondary circuit to transmit heat from and to the air conditioning space. Examples of indirect 

systems includes brine to air and brine to water heat pumps.  
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Figure 2.2: Classification of heat pumps based on design 

 

Even with growing demand for cooling, heat accounts for 80% of the energy usage in 

residential buildings (Sarbu, I. and Sebarchievici, C., 2014.). It is imperative that renewable 

energy source be sourced for heat pumps.  Examples of renewable heat source includes; 

 Ambient air 

 Ventilation air 

 Solar 

 Ground water  

 Open water (lake, river) 

 Grey water (waste water) 

 Bedrock  

 

a. Ambient air: This is the most common source of heat for heat pump systems due to 

constant availability. It possesses a relatively low average source temperature. The 

major advantage of this heat source is its relatively low investment cost coupled with 

moderate potential energy saving. However, it does possess a few disadvantages which 

includes possible operational problems like defrosting of evaporator is required during 

winter operation. The performance on the system is also affected as the heating capacity 

of the heat pump decreases with decrease in the ambient temperature. 

 

b. Ventilation air: This is the air vented into the room does have the potentials of 

recovering heat from the exhaust air exiting the room. The waste heat recovered has the 

potential to serve as a heat source- Ventilation air though readily available, but due to 

its low air temperature possess low heating capacity and limited ventilation air flowrate. 

Heat pump utilizing waste heat as heat source often requires a heat recovery unit and 

an additional heat source. 

 

c. Bedrock: Bedrock is a potential heat source which makes use of the thermal energy 

buried deep down under the ground and it’s often referred to as energy well. Its average 

source temperature is high and considerably stable. Although it attracts high investment 

costs and also requires proper ground conditions, large space for energy wells, its 

potentials for energy saving is quite high. An individual energy well can serve multiple 

residences. 
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d. Solar: Solar energy is a very high temperature source. Its applicability is highly 

dependent on variation in weather conditions, summer and winter. The amount of 

energy extractable depends on geographical location and the amount of irradiation also 

susceptible to time of day. At peak temperatures, the solar energy portends high energy 

saving potentials. It requires high investment cost. 

 

e. Open water: Open water such as sea water, lakes, and rivers can also have potentials 

in serving as heat source. It has a relatively average source temperature at a relatively 

stable condition and depending on its availability, relatively high water flowrate can be 

applied generate a high heating capacity.  However, its applicability hinges on location, 

as it can only supply residences close to the water body. It requires relatively high 

investment costs as it incorporates indirect systems design in its installation.  

 

f. Grey water: Waste heat from waster waters from daily domestic use are potential heat 

source for heat pump systems. Large volume of hot water is utilized in daily activities 

from washing activities and showers. These waste-water has the potentials to provide 

stable, high temperature and quantity of energy. Although it incurs extra investment 

costs for equipment and treatment, it relative energy saving potential is high.  

 

g. Ground water: Underground water body has the potential of being a high temperature 

source with stable supply. It requires good location and creates competition for land 

use. It requires good soil conditions for installation of equipment. It has a relatively 

high energy saving potential. 
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2.2 SOLAR ASSISTED HEAT PUMPS 

In regions like Lombardy with relatively high temperature in summer, only 29.7 out of every 

100 household has access to air conditioning. This shows that their massive potential for 

development of more air conditioning units even with the introduction of more efficient units. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Temperature profile of a region in Italy  

 

The amount of solar radiation penetrating into the earth space has increased dramatically due 

to climate change and this has resulted into increase in ambient temperature over the years. 

However, the amount of solar energy potentials compared to other forms of renewable energy 

is massive. Barber and Provey (2010), reported that with a potential of about 86,000TW, the 

global consumption represents less than 1% of the solar energy. A typical temperature of a 

region in Italy is shown in Figure 2.3 above. 

 

2.2.1. Types of Solar collector 

For solar energy to be harnessed, energy harvesting systems are required. Such systems include 

solar collectors, thermal storage tanks, heat exchangers and working fluid. Solar collectors are 

directly involved in transforming collected solar energy into heat. The principle of operation 

of solar collector is as follows; solar radiation is absorbed through the collector surface which 

transforms it into heat, which when transferred into a working fluid can be used for heating 

applications or stored in thermal storage prior to further usage. Solar collectors can be classified 

into the following subgroups; 

(i) Flat plate collector 

(ii) Point focusing collector 

(iii) Line concentrating collectors 

 

Flat plate collector is the simplest type of solar collector and requires little maintenance. Its 

main distinction from other collectors is that it doesn’t require sun tracking. Hence, it collects 

both beam and diffusion radiation.  (Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1996).  The major parts of a flat 

plate collector include a tubing for transporting the working fluid in and out of the collector, 

an absorber plate for transformed solar energy into heat and glazing material which serves as a 

top cover. Though the choice of either or not use a glazing is optional, however when 

considered the most important parameter in the choice of glazing materials includes 

absorptivity, transmissivity and emissivity. It is desired that the glazing material, which is 
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topmost part of the solar collector, have very high transmissivity, very low absorptivity and 

emissivity values. Most common glazing materials used includes glass and plastic; however, 

plastic has a major disadvantage being low life span. (Bakari et al, 2014). 

 

The absorber plate does the work of converting solar radiation into heat, which is then 

transmitted to the attached tubes for transporting the working fluids. The absorber is usually 

dark colored or covered with selective coatings, which has very high absorptivity value. A good 

absorber plate should be able to absorb large amount of solar energy while transmitting very 

amount of it back into the ambient.  The flat plate collector is most suitable for low temperature 

applications below 80℃. 

 

An adaptation to this is the evacuated tube collector which comprises of two tubes with vacuum 

in between them. The surface of the inner glass tube is coated to enhance high absorption of 

the solar radiation and prevent heat loss by emission. Coupled with the vacuum space in 

between the two tubes which prevents heat loss by convection, the evacuated tube collector 

yields better performance than the flat plate collector. (Islam and Sumathy, 2013). 

 

Point focusing collector type of solar collector is suitable for high temperature applications.  It 

entails sun tracking the sun on two or more axes and positioning the collector material(s) in 

such a way that the solar radiation reflected on the collector surface is focused at a single point. 

The fluid carrying medium is usually situated at this focal point and collects the heat. It has a 

very high collection efficiency. It can exist as two design forms as parabolic dish reflector, 

heliostat dish reflector. While the parabolic dish reflector utilizes a parabolic dish (made up of 

a single or multiple materials) to reflect the radiation on the focal point, the heliostat comprises 

of several flat mirrors known as heliostats which reflects its individual radiation on a focal 

point. (Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1996). 

 

Line concentrating collector is a type of collector is also suitable for high temperatures above 

80℃. It entails tracking the sun on a single axis. It general consists of many parallel trough like 

reflective surface which reflects the solar radiation on a selectively coated long pipe which runs 

parallel across the connected troughs. The long pipe serves as the absorber transferring the heat 

into working fluid being transported to and from the trough lines. The absorber tube is often 

enclosed in glass tubing to minimize the loss due to convection.  The reflective ability of the 

mirrors, absorptivity of the absorber determines the efficiency of collector. It is available in 

different design modules which includes parabolic trough, linear Fresnel, compound parabolic 

and cylindrical parabolic collectors. (Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1996), (Desai and 

Bandyopadhyay, 2016), (Francipane et al, 2016).  

 

2.2.2 Collector efficiency and losses  
The amount of solar energy available is most dependent by four parameters namely; the amount 

of solar radiation hitting the surface of the collector, the total surface area of the collector, the 

absorptivity of the absorber plate and the transmissivity of the glazing material. The 

absorptivity and transmissivity factors determines the amount of solar energy penetrating and 

absorbed by the collector, they are assumed to be constant for a given absorber plate and 

glazing material. It is defined by the expression shown below; 

 

                                                   𝑄𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙 = 𝐴. 𝐼(𝜎𝑎𝑏𝜏𝑔)                                                          Equation 2.1 

Where A is the area of the collector and I is the solar insolation, the solar absorptivity of the 

absorber and the transmitivitty of glass cover are represented as 𝜎𝑎𝑏 , 𝜏𝑔 respectively.  
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However, due to losses associated with solar collectors, the useful solar energy gained under 

steady state operation is defined as follows; 

 

                          𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 = 𝐴[ 𝐼(𝜎𝑎𝑏𝜏𝑔) − 𝑈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑎)]                                       Equation 2.2 

 

                                      𝑈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑝 + 𝑈𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 + 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚                                       Equation 2.3 

Where 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑝, 𝑈𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 , 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 represents the respective losses associated with the top, edge and 

bottom of the collector. 

 

The losses due to edge and bottom are often negligible due to assumption of proper insulation. 

Hence, only the impact of the top loss is considered (Samdarshi and Mullick, 1990.). The 

relation with relation to glass cover temperature can be simplified by introducing collector heat 

removal factor (𝐹𝑅) and working fluid inlet temperature (𝑇𝑖). The useful solar energy gain can 

be expressed using Hottel-Whillier-Bliss equation as follows; 

 

                               𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 = 𝐹𝑅𝐴[ 𝐼(𝜎𝑎𝑏𝜏𝑔) − 𝑈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑎)]                             Equation 2.4  

 

The collector efficiency is defined as the ratio of the useful solar energy gained over the 

available and can be represented with the following equation; 

 

                                           𝜂 =
𝐹𝑅𝐴[ 𝐼(𝜎𝑎𝑏𝜏𝑔)−𝑈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑇𝑖−𝑇𝑎)]

𝐴𝐼
                                    Equation 2.5 

 

Losses associated with solar collectors; as it is with every other thermal system, solar collectors 

are also susceptible to losses during heat transfer. The amount of useful heat gained and 

collector efficiency is also defined by these losses. The solar collector is prone to losses due to 

top loss, edge loss and bottom loss, which are shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: losses in solar collectors (Struckmann, 2008) 

  

The under listed are means by which the flat plate solar collector under performs; 

 

a) Loss due to radiation: the amount of useful energy gain is affected by the amount 

of heat loss due to radiation. There are two ways in which this happens; heat loss 
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from the glazing material and heat loss from the absorber plate, which can be 

defined by their heat transfer coefficients respectively.  

 

                                               ℎ𝑟,𝑎𝑔 =
𝜎(𝑇𝑔

2+𝑇𝑎
2)(𝑇𝑔+𝑇𝑎)

((1/𝐸𝑔)−1)
                           Equation 2.6 

 

                                                     ℎ𝑟,𝑎𝑔 =
𝜎(𝑇𝑔

2+𝑇𝑎
2)(𝑇𝑔+𝑇𝑎)

((1 𝐸𝑔⁄ )+(1 𝐸𝑝⁄ )−1)
                        Equation 2.7 

Where 𝑇𝑔, 𝑇𝑎 represents the temperature of the glazing material and the absorber 

plate. Emissivity of the respective materials are represented as 𝐸𝑔 and 𝐸𝑝. 

 

The effect of this mode of heat loss can be minimized by using or selectively coating 

the absorber plate to enhance high absorptivity and low emissivity for both the 

absorber and the glazing material (bakari et al, 2014).   

 

b) Loss due to convection: the most losses associated with solar collector are due to 

convection. It occurs on the top side of the collector between the glazing material 

and ambient, and between the absorber and the glazing material. This is often 

influenced by the ambient condition and the wind velocity. Losses due convection 

on the surface of the glazing material is greater significance. The heat transfer 

coefficient is expressed as shown below:  

 

ℎ𝑐 = 5.7 + 3.8𝑉𝑤 

Where 𝑉𝑤 is the wind velocity 

The loss that occur between the glazing material and the absorber plate can be 

minimized by space evacuation between them. The loss coefficients are reduced by 

increasing the vacuum between the glazing material and the absorber plate (Agbo 

and Okoroigwe, 2007). 

c) Loss due to conduction: this type of loss is often associated with the bottom an 

edge side of the collector. The effect of which can be mitigated by properly 

insulating the collector sides and bottom.  

 

2.2.3. Types of Solar assisted heat pump (SAHP)  

 There are different types of solar assisted heat pumps with the two major types namely: 

a. Direct expansion and  

b. Indirect solar assisted heat pumps. 

 

Direct expansion solar assisted heat pump systems (DX-SAHP) employ the use of solar 

collector which also doubles as the evaporator. Hence, for this type of system the collector 

replaces the conventional evaporator. The refrigerant is expanded into the solar collector where 

both solar energy absorption and evaporation occurs simultaneously. The refrigerant exits the 

collector-evaporator superheated. The performance of system improves significantly due to the 

elimination of indirect loop required for heat exchange in conventional SAHP. Usage of 

refrigerant instead of water or air as working fluid enhances longer solar collector life due to 

better heat transfer coefficients of refrigerants, elimination of corrosion problems associated 

with water is also achieved. The temperature of the collector is also reduced and the optimum 

temperature approach between 5-10℃ is achieved. Large temperature difference between the 

collector and ambient undermines the performance of the system as potential solar energy will 

be lost to the ambient. Therefore, utilizing a refrigerant such as CO2 with good thermos-
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physical properties with engender high evaporation temperature, which in turn leads to better 

system performance.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: Direct expansion solar assisted heat pump 

 

Xu et. al, (2005) previous studies demonstrated theoretically and experimentally direct 

expansion SAHP has very high efficiency on sunny days. 

 

An indirect SAHP unlike direct system employs a separate heat exchanger loop to integrate the 

solar collector and the heat pump as separate units. The solar collector typically encompasses 

a collector loop with water or air in circulation. Indirect SAHP can be subjected to different 

configurations to optimize it application and performance. One of the problems associated with 

direct SAHP is installation which requires long supply and return lines between the rooftop 

solar collector and the indoor thermal storage where the heating process is needed.  The indirect 

SAHP has a flexibility advantage, as the solar heat source can also be utilized (integrated) in a 

variety of applications. With a thermal storage, an indirect system can continue supplying heat 

even when there is a drop in solar radiation and the solar collector can no longer generate the 

required heat.  
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Figure 2.5: Indirect solar assisted heat pump 

 

Several studies have proposed the use of unglazed or bare collector as the temperature on the 

collector is lower; a smaller temperature approach between the collector surface and ambient 

is achieved. Using a bare collector also enhances effective heat transfer between the ambient 

air and working fluid during periods when low solar radiation is available. Heat losses 

associated with glazed collector is minimized, a higher collector efficiency is achieved.  

 

Although there are possibilities of mismatch in operation where there is a deviation in design 

conditions such as collector temperature, solar radiation. To mitigate this problem, a variable 

speed is proposed. 

 

2.2.4 Thermal Applications of Solar energy 

The application of solar energy as a heat source for heat pump applications has since gathered 

interest, most especially in space cooling systems. According to a paper presented by Hadorn 

(2012), different concepts are being implored in its application as heat source as shown in 

Figure 2.6.  
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Figure 2.6: Thermal application of solar energy 

 

In the parallel concept, the solar energy collected is applied in parallel with the heat rejection 

process of the heat pump. As water used as heat sink flows through the gas cooler or condenser 

for hot water heating in the collection tank, the heat is also sourced from solar collector to raise 

the hot water temperature.  

 

Series concept describes the collection of solar energy in water and it used in combination other 

heat sources such ground, air, water and waste heat. The choice of secondary source depends 

on the locations. This leads to the implementation of two evaporators in series. The heating 

capacity of the system increases and more heat is extracted for heating applications.  

 

Regenerative concept is quite a novel approach in the use of solar energy. Due to the depletion 

in the solar radiation because of time variation in the day, the amount of energy sourced from 

the solar collector also decreases. To compensate for this depletion, the solar collector is 

connected in series with another heat source which has a more stable and relatively high 

temperature. Therefore, the working fluid having extracted heat from solar collector then goes 

through the regenerative heat exchanger when extra heat is extracted. 

 

Complex concept is a concept epitomizes the flexibility and different ways of harnessing solar 

energy to meet the energy requirement of a system and most importantly making it energy 

efficient. It is typically a combination of two or more concepts described above and is 

applicable in locations where solar radiation is high. Heat collected from the solar energy is 

utilized concurrently for various purposes, which includes hot water heating, thermal storage, 

and regenerative purposes. 
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2.3 Space cooling 

The process of removing heat from confined environment is known as space cooling. There 

are different ways of achieving this. The earliest method of space cooling made use of ice that 

were harvested during the winter and kept for usage during the summer. This method makes 

use of water’s large heat of vaporization and can be described as evaporative cooling. Other 

examples of evaporative cooling includes forced convection of air over wet materials. 

Nowadays, heat pump technology presents an alternative that is less laborious, faster, provides 

better performance and more efficiency. Most common equipment for space cooling are often 

referred to as air conditioners, taking into account the humidity alongside the temperature to 

give the required comfort. They also classified as air cooled and water cooled, with the air 

cooled type being the most common. Air conditioners are classified according to ASHRAE 

(Cooling, AHH, 2008) definitions as listed below:  

a) Unitary air conditioners and heat pump 

b) Room air conditioners  

c) Packaged terminal air conditioners 

 

Unitary air conditioners and heat pumps are air conditioners that are factory-made assemblies 

that normally include an evaporator or cooling coil and a compressor/ condenser combination, 

and possibly provide heating as well. An air-source unitary heat pump normally includes an 

indoor conditioning coil, compressor(s), and an outdoor coil. It must provide heating and 

possibly cooling as well. A water-source heat pump rejects or extracts heat to and from a water 

loop instead of from ambient air. A unitary air conditioner or heat pump with more than one 

factory-made assembly (e.g., indoor and outdoor units) is commonly called a split system. 

Unitary equipment is divided into three general categories: residential, light commercial, and 

commercial. Residential equipment is single-phase unitary equipment with a cooling capacity 

of 65,000 Btu/h or less and is designed specifically for residential application.  

 

Room air conditioners are encased assemblies designed prima-rily for mounting in a window 

or through a wall. They are designed to deliver cool or warm conditioned air to the room, either 

without ducts or with very short ducts (up to a maximum of about 48 in). Each unit includes a 

prime source of refrigeration and dehumidification and a means for circulating and filtering 

air; it 

may also include a means for ventilating and/or exhausting and heating. The basic function of 

a room air conditioner is to provide comfort by cooling, dehumidifying, filtering or cleaning, 

and circulating the room air. It may also provide ventilation by introducing outdoor air into the 

room and/or exhausting room air to the outside. Room temperature may be controlled by an 

integral thermostat. The conditioner may provide heating by heat pump operation, electric 

resistance elements, or a combination of the two. 

  

The Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) defines a packaged terminal air 

conditioner (PTAC) as a wall sleeve and a separate unencased combination of heating and 

cooling assemblies intended for mounting through the wall. A PTAC includes refrigeration 

components, separable outdoor louvers, forced ventilation, and heating by hot water, steam, or 

electric resistance. PTAC units with direct-fired gas heaters are also available from some 

manufacturers. 

Cooling-only PTACs need not include heating elements. A packaged terminal heat pump 

(PTHP) is a heat pump version of a PTAC that provides heat with a reverse-cycle operating 

mode. A PTHP should provide a supplementary heat source, which can be hot water, steam, 

electric resistance, or another source. PTACs are designed primarily for commercial 
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installations to provide the total heating and cooling functions for a room or zone and are 

specifically for through-the-wall installation. 

 

2.4 Domestic water heaters  

Hot water heaters can be classified into three different categories namely; Electric resistance 

heater, solar hot water heater and heat pump hot water heater. Electric resistance hot water 

heater utilizes an electric element enclosed in a water tank for water heating. Although it is 

most common type of hot water heater due to ease of installation and its application for off-

peak water heating. Even with its low cost, it is expensive in utilization as cost of electricity is 

relatively high.  

 

The solar hot water heater is a more energy efficient heater; it can achieve a relatively high hot 

water temperature. However, this is dependent on location, climate and time. Although it has 

an initial high investment cost, but its low running and maintenance cost offsets this. There are 

also possible operation problems such as corrosion of the solar collector by water. However, it 

can be avoided by using an intermediate heat exchanger to connect a separate water loop to the 

solar collector heat loop. A separate circulation fluid is used for the absorption of solar energy 

from the collector.  Heat pump hot water is the most energy efficient hot water heater. It has 

the potentials of utilizing or combining different heat sources. The daily average electricity use 

for water heating in heat pump, standard electric 50 gallon tank heater, flat plate solar collector 

80 gallon tank and differential control pump is shown in Figure 2.7 below; 

 

 
Figure 2.7: Energy consumption of potential hot water heaters (Source; 

homepower.com/articles) 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.1 Hot water heat pump 

A conventional domestic heat pump hot water heater consists of two major loops; the 

refrigeration loop and the hot water loop. With the evaporator, the cooling capacity for space 

cooling is met while the gas cooler serves as the medium for heat sink for hot water production. 

The heat pump consists of the following components; 

 Compressor  

 Condenser/ Gas cooler configurations 
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 Expansion device 

 Evaporator  

 Low pressure receiver (not compulsory) 

 Super heater (not compulsory) 

 Sub cooler (not compulsory) 

 De-super heater 

 Pumps 

 Hot water tank  

 

The evaporator as component usually employs air source, the two-phase refrigerant absorbs 

heat from the air with the air serving as the primary heat source. The cooled air is channeled to 

the air handling unit for its application for space cooling. However, the primary heat source 

can be combined or integrated with other sources like ground heat exchanger for optimum 

performance. A saturated vapor is always desired at the exit of the evaporator. A super-heater 

is usually employed to achieve some amount of super heat. A hermetic scroll or reciprocating 

compressor is usually used for the compression process. The refrigerant leaves the compressor 

at high pressure and temperature. Due to very high temperature nature of the refrigerant latent 

heat is only experienced in the de-super heater, it is the component for the high temperatures 

hot water production. However, the sensible heat in the condenser can be used to preheat the 

water, this reduces the amount of heat required for the re-heating. The cold water enters the 

condenser for pre-heating within a temperature range of 5-10K. The hot water exiting the de-

super heater after the reheating is collected in the storage tank. The heat exchange flow is 

usually counter-current for hot water.  

 

 
Figure 2.8: A representation of hot water heat pump (Cecchinato et al 2005) 

 

The most common type of hot water heat pump is the air source heat pump. Other types of 

sources has been discussed in section 2.1.2 above. The heat pump have about two different 

configurations for water heating. The first configuration describes a system where the 

condenser is a part of the heat pump, the heat transfer to the cold water takes place in the 

condenser, and the hot water is conveyed to a separate vessel for storage. In the second 

configuration, the condenser is integrated with the storage vessel. The cold water is fed into 

the tank and the condenser carrying the hot temperature discharged refrigerant from the 

compressor is immersed in the cold water for hot water charging. 
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The type of condenser used determines the type of configuration to be used. The two applicable 

configurations are shown in Figure 2.9. A condenser that utilizes a coil tube heat exchanger is 

best fit for the second configuration. If a plate heat exchanger is used, the first configuration is 

used and a closed water loop is used for water circulating to and from the storage tank. In a 

counter flow direction, the water is pumped into the heat exchanger. 

          
Figure 2.9: Configurations for hot water heat pump (Morrison et al, 2004) 

 

 A more efficient method for hot water heating is to use the condenser for pre-heating and de-

super heater for the reheating. When only the condenser is enclosed in the storage tank, it is 

called a single coiled. When both condenser and de-super heater coils are enclosed in the 

storage tank, it is referred to as double-coiled.  A better energy efficiency is achieved when the 

cold-water inlet at the condenser achieves a temperature lift of about 25-30℃. In the case of 

applying a condenser for hot water heating, a supplementary electric heating element immersed 

in the tank is usually available for peak load or reheating. The minimum temperature for storage 

of hot water is about 55℃ to avoid bacteria growth.  

 

There are two different approaches of a storage tank; single or double shell.  Typical single 

shell hot water tanks have a volume capacity of up to 300 liters. In a single shell tank, the hot 

water is can be collected from the condenser or de-super heater. The double shell hot water on 

the other hand consist of two cylindrical vessels; primary and secondary. The primary vessel 

is usually with a higher volume capacity to the secondary vessel. Most hot water tanks are 

installed with the following accessories for optimum performance; shut-off valve, pressure 

reducing valve, check valve, safety valve, circulation pump, emptying valve pressure gauge 

and test valve. 

 

2.4.2 Thermal storage of hot water 

Thermal storage of hot water can be controlled based on their different operating modes as 

described in ASHRAE 2008, which can be adapted to hot water heat pump operation. 

Operating modes are usually defined by the variable parameters and the sequence in which 

they are operated. The underlisted modes are further discussed briefly. 

a) Charging with no load 
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b) Charging storage while meeting loads 

c) Meeting load from discharging only 

d) Meeting loads from direct equipment operation and storage 

e) Meeting loads from direct equipment operation only 

 

 Charging with no load describes a scenario where the basic operation of the heat pump is to 

produce the hot water for storage. No hot water demand is covered directly from the heat pump 

operations while the heat pump operates at maximum capacity and constant flow supply to the 

storage. Hot water supply is therefore not limited to whether or not the heat pump is in operation 

even though the primary objective of the heat pump is to charge the storage. However, the 

storage tank must be well insulated to avoid exergy loss. A double shell hot water tank is most 

suited for this kind of operation.  

 

Charging storage while meeting loads as an operation mode is quite different from that 

described above. The primary aim is meet demand while charging thermal storage 

simultaneously. The heat pump operates at maximum capacity; the flow supply ratio is 

dependent on the load. The hot water demand which is the priority when met, the excess hot 

water supply is diverted to the storage. This operating mode usually doesn’t apply to residential 

buildings. Flows to both the load and the storage can be connected to the Mains supply using 

parallel or series piping configurations.  

 

Meeting Load from discharging only, the total hot water demand is met directly from the 

thermal storage without the heat pump in operation. The hot water is typically produced and 

stored when the heat pump is in operating at peak period. The heat pump operates at a set 

conditions and steady state.  

 

Meeting loads from direct equipment operation and storage, hot water demand can be met 

directly from the operation of the heat pump and simultaneously from the thermal. The heat 

pump in operation operates at a specific capacity and the supply hot water at constant 

temperature. This operating mode is very compatible for residential buildings with large hot 

water consumption. A control sequence should be in place to manage the distribution of the 

demands.  

 

Meeting loads from direct equipment operation only is a simple operation as compared to the 

other modes. The hot water demand is met only from the operation of the heat pump, with no 

supply or flow from the thermal storage. This is most compatible for industrial and plant 

operations where continuous and large hot water is in demand.  

 

 

2.4.3 Previous studies on CO2 hot water heat pump 

Neska et al (1998), carried out design and experimental analysis of a prototype of CO2 heat 

pump hot water with a tap water inlet temperature of 6ºC and hot water outlet temperature of 

60ºC. The air heat source system, which achieved a COP of 4.3 had a comparative advantage 

of energy consumption 75% lesser than electrical and gas fired system. The potential of the 

CO2 system to deliver hot water at higher temperature unlike other conventional systems was 

highlighted.  

 

Kim et al (2003), carried out study on the transient thermal behavior of a water heat system 

driven by a heat pump. The quasi steady state model includes variation of hot water 

temperatures and hot water reservoir size. The result of the study showed that smaller reservoir 
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favors larger transient performance degradation while larger reservoir size resulted in more 

heat loss during storage. Kim et al. 2005 performed a study to investigate the effect of internal 

heat exchanger on a transcritical CO2 cycle with variables including secondary fluid 

temperatures at evaporator and gas cooler inlets. While evaluating the COP of the system with 

respect to length of the internal heat exchanger at different operating conditions, it was 

observed the COP increases with increasing length. The refrigerant mass flow rate decreases 

with increasing internal heat exchanger length while varying the discharge pressure. The 

compressor power also decreases accordingly.  

 

Cheng and Gu (2005), carried out a study on the effect of high effectiveness of heat exchanger 

on system performance on system performance. Results showed that with high heat exchanger 

effectiveness at fixed ambient temperature and high side pressure. The study suggested that at 

low ambient temperature, compressor suction temperature and low high-pressure side, a high 

effectiveness should be considered.  

  

Sakar et al (2005), simulated a CO2 heat pump cycle for simultaneous cooling and heating 

applications. The system deliver secondary fluid heating at 73ºC and results showed the optimal 

COP was achieved with system variables which includes compressor speed, heat source inlet 

temperature, compressor discharge pressure and the inlet temperature of the fluid to be heated. 

Yokoyama et al (2007), conducted a numerical simulation of CO2 heat pump for a continuous 

water heating process. The study took into consideration the hourly change in hot water 

consumption and temperature distribution in the tank. The variation in the system’s 

performance was also evaluated on an hourly and monthly basis as a result of changes in system 

parameters. High COP and system efficiency was obtained during the summer months while 

the system recorded low storage efficiency within the same time span.  

 

Laipradit et al 2008, conducted a theoretical performance analysis of CO2 hot water heat pump 

by modelling the transcritical process. The effects on the heat pump performance by the 

operating parameters such as the compressor rotational speed, the inlet water temperature at 

the gas cooler, the inlet air temperature at the evaporator and the mass flow rate ratio of water 

to refrigerant were presented. The study established a mass flow rate ratio of water and CO2 

between 1.2 and 2.2 as the most suitable value for hot water heating at temperatures above 

60ºC at 15–25ºC ambient air temperature. For the following rated system capacities of a 4 kW 

compressor, a 10 kW gas cooler and a 6 kW evaporator, the COP is found to be between 2.0 

and 3.0.  

 

Test results and validation from the numerical studies carried out by Sakar et al 2009 showed 

that variation of the water flow rate has modest impact on the performance of the evaporator 

and gas cooler while the inlet temperature of the water at the gas cooler has a significant impact 

on the system performance. Sakar et al 2010 presented test results showing that COP increases 

by 0.6 per 1 kg/min compared to the gas cooler water mass flow rate, which has a COP increase 

of 0.4 for 1 kg/min. The effect of gas cooler water inlet temperature is more significant as COP 

decreases by 0.48 for given ranges compared to the evaporator water inlet temperature where 

COP increases 0.43 for given ranges. 

 

Qi et al (2013), carried out an experimental investigation on optimum gas cooler pressure while 

studying the effect of refrigerant outlet temperature at varying ambient temperature. It was 

observed that optimum gas cooler pressure varies for different ambient temperature. Results 

also show that the COP decreases with increasing refrigerant outlet temperature of the gas 
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cooler. A correlation was developed for the relation between the gas cooler outlet temperature 

and the optimum gas cooler pressure, the correlation showed about 5% deviation only.  

 

Cecchinato et al 2005 carried out a comparative analysis of system performance of R134a and 

CO2 hot water heat pump systems. The results showed that the CO2 system had a better COP 

at perfect water stratification compared R134a system while a lower performance was recorded 

for perfect mixing.  

 

2.5 Drying  

Drying is an essential and energy consumption process utilized in day-to-day activities and its 

application can be found in residential houses and industries. It entails the removal of the water 

content of a substance ranging from fruits, laundry and complex industrial processes. Drying 

employs the circulation of dry hot air around a substance with moisture in enclosed space, 

thereby making it lose its moisture content and absorbed water is evaporated into the ambient.  

Methods for drying include natural convection, sun drying and heat pump.  

 

Heat pump dryer is quite similar in operation to conventional heat pumps. It comprises of two 

loops; heat pump and air circulation loop. It consists of primary components, which includes 

compressor, condenser, evaporator, expansion valve, pumps and air handling unit/ drying 

chamber. Heat pump dryer can classified as shown in Figure 2.10 below;  

 
Figure 2.10: Classification of  heat pump dryers (Daghigh et al, 2010) 

 

Air source heat pump is the most common type. The circulation air is heated by the refrigerant 

latent heat rejection that occurs in the condenser. There are two types of air circulation namely, 

open loop circulation and closed loop circulation. In open loop circulation, the wet or humid 

air leaving the drying chamber is released into the ambient. However, in closed loop circulation 

the wet or humid air leaving the drying chamber is dehumidified and recirculated back into the 

condenser for reheating. For dehumidification of the moist air, the evaporator is used as shown 

in Figure 2.11. The moist air still carries enough energy to serve as heat source in evaporator.  

This way the system is better controlled, achieving energy efficiency unlike conventional dryer 

that vents the air into the ambient.   
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Figure 2.11:  A prototype Heat pump dryer cycle (klocker et al, 2001) 

 

Other heat sources has been discussed in section 2.1.2……… 

 

2.5.1 Domestic Clothe dryer 

Domestic Laundry application of heat pump dryer is the focus of this study. There are several 

factors that influences the performance of a cloth drying some of which includes type of 

material processing method and load bearing structure. Unlike other drying applications most 

of which employ continuous flow, domestic clothe employs batch processing. The structures 

for bearing the clothes could be a drum or a rectangular cabinet with internal drying racks. 

While a drying rack would provide better airflow, and prevent wear associated with the drum 

type, a drum container is more compact than a rack system. The drum system is most common 

if not the only loading structure in commercial production for residential purpose. To enhance 

the performance of the dryer, a spin mechanism is integrated with the drum. With this 

mechanism, better hot air circulation is achieved in the drum. The clothe dryer that employs 

this, is referred as domestic tumble clothe dryer. The different air circulation mechanism as 

shown in Figure 2.12. The first configuration depicts a scenario where exhaust air is vented, 

while the second configuration depicts the application of a dehumidifier for partial 

dehumidification of the exhaust air which is recirculated back into its primary process. The last 

configuration unlike the previous doesn’t require a dehumidifier, it entails partial recirculation 

of the exhaust air to engender energy recovery.  
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Figure 2.12: Types of tumble-drying system configurations (Conde, 1997) 

The moisture absorption rate from the clothe by the dry air is influenced by the temperature 

and flowrate of the inlet dry air, the spin rate of the rotating drum and exhaust rate of the moist 

air.  The heat pump condenser dryers are about 50% more energy efficient than the 

conventional condenser dryers. Other systems component integrations such as heat recovery 

heat exchangers, expanders help engender better system performance and energy efficiency. 

The domestic clothe dryer are of two major types namely: 

a. The condenser cloth dryer 

b. Vented clothe dryer 

The condenser dryer can be described as a cycle in which the moisture from the drying air from 

the exhaust of the dryer is condensed in a heat exchanger and collected. The condenser cloth 

dryers are of two types; electrical and heat pump depending on heat source which could either 

be an electric resistance element or a working fluid channeled through a condensing heat 

exchanger in heat pumps shown in Figure 2.13. Ambient air is heated in a condenser by a heat 

source. The hot dry air is fed into the drying chamber where it absorbs moisture from the clothes 

and become moist air which is discharged from the drying chamber. The moisture from the 

drying air is condensed in the evaporator, water collected and discharged. An intermediate heat 

exchanger might also be used for air dehumidification prior to recirculation as described in the 

closed loop air circulation type. The difference between the electric heater and heat exchanger 

in conventional condenser is their source of heat. 
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Figure 2.13: Electrical and heat exchanger types of Condenser dryer (Bansal et al., 2010) 

The vented air dryers operate in a similar way as the condenser with the major difference being 

the condensation of the exhaust air, fresh air from ambient is heated and fed into the drying 

chamber and with moisture absorbed from the cloth, the moist air is vented through an exhaust. 

The vented air cloth dryer is quite simple in construction because of the lesser number of 

components required. 

2.5.2 Previous studies on heat pump dryers 

Previous studies on heat pump condenser type as highlighted as follows. Colak and Hepbasli 

(2008), carried out a review of heat pump drying, classifying the heat pumps on the type of 

heat source, applied products and also highlighted their respective performance indicator. 

Schmidt et al, conducted study on the compatibility of transcritical CO2 process to the air 

dehumidification process of heat pump dryer. Comparing the performance to that of a 

subcritical R134a process, the CO2 process gave a better COP offsetting its larger throttling 

losses with better compressor performance and heat transfer during air heating process. 

KloEcker et al (2002). Later designed and carried out experimental investigation of a 12kw 

heating capacity batch type dryer with CO2 as the working fluid. Comparing the results of the 

experiments, the prototype recorded a 65% energy saving potential over a Passat type 132, 

which utilizes electric resistance for air heating.  

The thermodynamic properties of CO2 influenced its performance. Braun et al (2002)simulated 

model for both conventional air vented dryer and heat pump air cycle tumble clothe dryer using 

a reversed Brayton cycle, the results of which showed the impact of the air heat pump 

components responsible for its better performance of about 40% over a conventional air vented 

dryer. The significance and effect of high efficiencies of an expander, compressor and heat 

recovery heat exchanger effect on the MER were also established.   

Ameen and Bari (2004), made a feasibility study of cloth drying using the heat rejected in split 

type domestic air conditioner in humid tropics. The test featured drying rates of 0.424kg/h, 

0.319kg/h and 0.139kg/h for heat pump assisted dryer, commercial clothe dryer and natural 

indoor drying. The result of their investigation showed the air conditioner rejected heat dryer 

be around 77% and 30% faster than commercial dryer and natural indoor drying respectively. 

While the energy consumption for the commercial dryer was 1.909kWh/kg, the air conditioner 

rejected heat dryer has none since the heat utilized can be described to be waste for the air 

conditioner’s operation.  
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Ambarita et al (2017), carried out a study on the performance of R22 heat pump dryer and 

residential air conditioner (RAC) for cloth drying in a designed 1m3 volume chamber. With 

three weights cloth ranging from 3.00 kg to 6.3 kg, the heat pump dryer had a faster drying 

time with an average of 1.047 kg/h than the RAC assisted dryers 0.822 kg/h. The RAC assisted 

dryer had only one source of energy consumption in auxiliary fan as compared to heat pumps 

auxiliary fan energy consumption and excess energy rejected from the condenser in form of 

heat, hence a better average SMER of 2.492 kg/kWh as against heat pump dryers 1.492 kg/kWh 

was achieved.  

Deng and Han (2004), performed an experimental study of 6.4 kW cooling capacity of a split 

type direct expansion RAC for a 30m2 room in Hong Kong. The rejected waste heat was for 

clothing drying in a rectangular chamber with hanging bars, the performance was better than 

an electrical tumble dryer for the same drying load. With an initial cloth weight of 2.98 kg, 

within a drying duration of 90 minutes the RAC assisted dryer achieved a dry weight of about 

1.68 kg. The energy consumption of RAC assisted dryer is around 20 Wh for additional 

condenser fan usage as against 1569 Wh electricity consumption for the electrical tumble 

washing and drying.  

Bansal et al (2010), designed a household heat pump clothes tumbler dryer with shorter drying 

times and lower moisture extractions rate than an electrically heated household tumble dryer 

at the same power input. The performance of the heat pump was influenced with by the mass 

flow rate and the temperature of water heat source in the heat exchanger. Increasing the inlet 

water temperature from 66 deg to 86 deg, the drying time decreases drastically by 41 minutes 

while the relation is not same for MER. The maximum MER was achieved at around 80 deg, 

above this temperature the MER decreases. This same trend is obtainable for the water mass 

flow rate for the dryer, with the maximum MER achieved at 0.1 kg/s.  

Van Mil and Bolman 1986, postulated that a decreasing trend in hot air temperature from the 

start towards the end of the drying operation improves significantly the drying efficiency of 

clothe dryers. Lemaire et al 1987, experimentally conducted and evaluated the effect of varying 

drying system parameters such as inlet air temperature, recirculation rate, load ratio and drum 

speed to derive an optimal cost functions.   

Conde (1997), reported a 20% energy recovery potential for a tumble dryer utilizing a heat 

recovery heat exchanger for the energy required for dry air heating with two years back time 

for investment cost incurred. Deans (2001), simulated a model of the total mass and energy 

balances for a domestic tumbler dryer evaluating the effect of fabric type, energy recovery 

potentials from the exhaust stream by recirculation and sensitivity of dryer’s performance to 

operating condition. The results from the experimental validation of the simulation showed that 

about 63% of the energy supplied to dryer was utilized for moisture evaporation from the 

clothes. While sensitivity analysis inferred that mass of the cloth and power input into the dryer 

are main factors as SEC decreases with increasing power input and vice versa for air mass flow 

rate. The drying times for cotton, nylon and wool like fabric were estimated to be 147, 142, 

150 minutes respectively with the power consumption following similar trend. The exhausted 

moist air accounted for about 16% of the energy loss thereby providing a potential avenue for 

energy recovery.  

Bengtsson et al (2014), performed a model simulation to examine the effect of compressor 

cylinder volume and total heat transfer of the condenser on drying time and power consumption 
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of a closed type heat pump tumble dryer. The results of simulation which shows that increasing 

the cylinder volume of the compressor by upto 50% effects a decrease in drying by upto 14% 

and is validated with experimental set up.  

Bansal et al (2010), carried out the modelling and experimental evaluation of water heat source 

for the condenser of the household tumbler dryer while also utilizing a waste heat recovery 

heat exchanger. The result presented a lower MER with up to 10% energy efficiency and about 

10% faster drying time compared to the conventional electrical dryer.  Yamankaradeniz et al 

(2016), carried out a performance analysis of a recirculating heat pump drier. Experimentally 

evaluating the impact of by-pass air ratio, the system performance factors values (SMER and 

COP) decrease after an optimal value of 40% of by-pass air ratio.  

 

2.6 COMBINED SPACE COOLING AND HOT WATER HEAT PUMP  

The heat pump has many advantages over a host of individual cooling and heating appliances, 

with the major one being its bivalent nature of operation, which combines both cooling and 

heating processes. One of the ways both space cooling and heating can be achieved is by 

integrating the individual heat pumps, which performs different operation. The return air from 

the evaporator of the space cooling heat pump is integrated as a heat source for the hot water 

heat pump using a heat recovery heat exchanger. However, these two different operations can 

be combined in a single heat pump unit. Residential water heating system generally require 

high heating capacity from the heat source. The potential of using a unitary air conditioner for 

simultaneous cooling and heating was reported in ASHRAE 2008 (Cooling, A.H.H., 2008).  

 

2.6.1 Unitary air conditioner for cooling and heating 

In typical unitary air conditioners for cooling process only, a desuperheater is used to perform 

heat rejection. However, the desuperheater is replaced with a condenser for combined cooling 

and water heating. This type of operating conditions offers better energy efficiency and saves 

space when compared with an externally air cooled condenser. A typical unitary space-cooling 

machine with integrated condenser coil is shown in Figure 2.13 below.  

 
Figure 2.13: a typical unitary air conditioner (Cooling, A.H.H., 2008) 

 

Dudley et, al. (1991) patented a variable speed heat pump for combined hot water heating and 

space cooling. The invention employs two condensers, water-cooled and outdoor air cooled 
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connected in series. Two methods for heat rejection are full condensing mode and 

desuperheating mode.  The control mechanism of the system was such that a specified cooling 

load and hot water load, heat rejection is performed in the full condensing and the excess heat 

from the compressed refrigerant is channeled to the outdoor air condenser. At peak cooling 

load and low hot water demand, the desuperheating mode is activated and the outdoor air 

condenser carries out the bulk of the heat rejection.  

 

Harmon and you (2007) also made an invention for space cooling and water heating. Even 

though the invention is similar to that of Dudley’s, it employed a different control mechanism 

for varying load capacities. The first heat exchanger, which is water-cooled condenser, is used 

for water heating at a set point temperature of about 60deg. The second heat exchanger, which 

is air-cooled condenser, is used to achieve low return temperature of the refrigerant back to the 

evaporator. The water and air-cooled condensers are connected in parallel. The control 

mechanism with respect to the variation in the loads is such that when the hot water load is 

met, then a bypass valve is activated to channel the refrigerant to the outdoor air condenser 

thereby bypassing the water cooler condenser.  

 

2.6.2 Previous studies on combined air conditioning and water heating 

Ritcher et al (2003) presented the first experimental air-to-air CO2 combined heat pump. 

Matching its cooling capacity with that of a commercially available R410A heat pump at 

operating indoor and outdoor temperatures of 26.5ºC and 35º respectively. Even though the 

CO2 system’s performance resulted in a lesser heating COP compared to the referenced R410a 

system, but performed better at lower outdoor temperatures.  

 

Ji et al (2003) incorporated a water heater to the outdoor unit of a split type air conditioner. 

Test campaigns were carried out and the results showed that a higher COP of 4.02 was recorded 

for the dual operation as against 2.91 for air conditioning purpose alone. Techarungpaisan et al 

(2007) simulated a steady state model of a split type air conditioner with integrated water 

heater. The results of the simulation was validated with experimental campaigns. 

 

Bryne et al (2009) carried out a comparative system performance. The design and simulation 

of a heat pump for simultaneous heating and cooling using R407C and CO2 as refrigerant. 

While results showed that R407C had higher first law COP and second law efficiency 

compared to the CO2 in both heating with ambient temperature range of  -15ºC to 15ºC and 

dual mode with ambient temperature of 20ºC, the CO2 had higher first law COP and second 

law efficiency at cooling mode with ambient of 25ºC.  
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CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS  

3.1 CO2 as a Working Fluid  

The choice of working fluid in refrigeration cycles is guided by the properties it possess. Hence, 

the importance of refrigerant properties cannot be overemphasized. These attributes helps to 

determine the system design parameters for a refrigeration system. When compared with other 

refrigerants, CO2 possess numerous advantages. Some of the general properties of CO2 

compared with other refrigerants are highlighted in Table 2.1 below. CO2 properties can further 

be subdivided and discussed under the following categories:  

i. Physical properties 

ii. Thermodynamic properties 

iii. Transport properties  

iv. Safety 

 

Table 3.1: Comparison of CO2 properties with other refrigerants (Belman-folres et al, 2014) 

 
 

3.1.1 Physical properties 

Carbon dioxide is a colorless, odorless gas. The triple point of carbon dioxide is about 5.11bar 

at -56.6C and it exists in three phases namely solid, liquid and gas at this thermodynamic 

condition. The critical point of CO2 is 73.8 bar at 31.1C and at this state where CO2 cease to 

exist in two phase. At temperatures and pressures above the critical point, CO2 assumes a super 

critical state of supercritical fluid. Supercritical CO2 exhibits both the characteristics of liquid 

and gas at this condition. Refrigeration cycle’s operation above this point is known as super-

critical, while subcritical is achieved below this point. In situations as it is common that 

refrigeration cycles are designed to operate both in supercritical and subcritical conditions, 

such a cycle is referred to trans- critical. Carbon dioxide cannot exist in liquid state at pressures 

below 1 bar and -78.5C and this boundary is defined as sublimation point. CO2 is available 

and abundant in nature. At standard conditions it is about 1.67 times denser than air. It is soluble 

in water, in ethanol and in acetone.   
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Figure 3.1: Physical properties of CO2 (globalccsinstitute) 

 

3.1.2 Thermodynamics Properties 

These are the properties that describes the relationship of temperature and heat with energy and 

work with regards to the performance of the system. Other properties aside the physical 

properties that defines CO2 as a refrigerant includes the normal boiling point, boiling point 

curve, molecular weight, volumetric refrigeration capacity. CO2 has low critical temperature, 

high triple point pressure and high operating pressures. It has a low critical temperature 

compared to other conventional refrigerants.  With a critical temperature of 31.1 C, the practical 

upper level for condensation is 28C.  CO2 has a high triple point pressure of 5.18 bar and below 

this pressure, CO2 solidifies. This is can also be a disadvantage as this limits the suction 

pressure and corresponding evaporation temperature. The suction temperature is limited 

between the ranges of -32C to -53C, even though it provides some benefits of maintaining a 

positive pressure within these temperature ranges.  

 

Although the high pressure comes with challenge of special system design requirement at high 

temperatures, however a higher pressure is beneficial for low side operation (Taylor, 2002). 

High operating pressure also results in high specific volumetric capacity, low need for stroke 

volume in the compressor and within pressure ranges of 30 to 120 bar, higher compressor 

efficiency is achieved due to low compressor pressure ratios (Nekså et al, 2010). CO2 also has 

a low Dt/Dp over a given saturation range. This helps increase the efficiency of CO2 systems.  

 

3.1.3 Transport properties 

The transport properties describes the heat transfer potentials and pressure drop of a working 

fluid in refrigeration systems. They include density, specific heat capacity, viscosity, surface 

tension and thermal conductivity. With a density of 1.98 kg/m3, carbon dioxide is a denser gas 

than air. The density of the refrigerant influences pressure drop throughout the refrigeration 

cycle and the compressor capacity. Density of CO2 varies rapidly with temperature near the 

critical point and has a low density ratio compared to other refrigerants. With a high vapor 

density, high volumetric refrigeration capacity (VRC) is obtained. CO2 possess better 

characteristics than most HFCs and other conventional refrigerants, however NH3 possess 

better characteristics to CO2. However, CO2 possess low viscosity compared to NH3 which is 
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quite beneficial (Lorentzen and Pettersen, 1993). In the liquid phase, CO2 has low viscosity 

and surface tension compared to other refrigerants. The negative impact of high viscosity and 

surface tension is that it promotes pressure drop and hence leads to reduction in system 

capacity. Low viscosity promotes heat transfer by increasing velocity of fluid flow (Kim et al, 

2004). 

 

Surface tension property of refrigerants influences nucleate boiling and two-phase flow 

characteristics. Heat transfer is negatively affected by nucleate boiling due to superheating and 

formation of vapor bubbles. Hence, a small surface tension is required for effective heat 

transfer due to low nucleate boiling. CO2 has a low surface tension compared to other 

refrigerants within the same evaporation temperature range (Kim et al, 2004). CO2 has 

relatively high thermal conductivity and high specific heat capacity. These properties helps 

engender high and efficient heat transfer. 

 

3.1.4 Safety 

The safety of refrigerants is discussed in terms of ozone depletion potentials (ODP) and global 

warming potential (GWP). ODP is a phenomenon that describes the relative amount of 

degradation a substance it can cause to ozone layer while GWP describes the amount a gas 

contributes to global warming.  Unlike HFCs, CO2 has no ozone depletion potential and global 

warming potential of 1. This gives a relative advantage over HFCs and other conventional 

refrigerants. More also, CO2 does not contribute to smog formation. 

 

3.2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF CO2 HEAT PUMPS 

The major components are evaporator, compressor, gas coolers, throttling device. The 

processes involved in heat pump operations are characterized as highlighted below:  

 Isobaric 

 Non-adiabatic 

 Isobaric  

 Isothermal  

 

CO2 refrigeration systems have two operation characteristics which is usually described by the 

region where heat release occurs in the normal boiling curve as shown in the Figure 2.2 below. 

This defines the type of refrigeration cycle in operation. There are two types of cycle that can 

be described based on these characteristics namely: 

i. Subcritical cycle 

ii. Trans-critical cycle  
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Figure 3.2: Subcritical and Transcritical cycle (Belman-folres et al, 2014) 

 

As seen from the Log P-h diagram, when the region of heat release is below the critical point 

(critical pressure), the cycle is described as subcritical cycle while heat release above the 

critical point is known as transcritical cycle.  

 

In Subcritical cycle, heat absorption occurs by evaporation of the refrigerant at low pressure, 

and heat rejection takes place by condensing the high pressure refrigerant both below critical 

point. There is transformation of the refrigerant from its two phase to saturated vapor state in 

evaporator and from superheated vapor to two phase. Some degree of superheat is required 

before compression. However, use of CO2 in a subcritical cycle is confined within some 

boundary limits. Its operability is limited within temperature range of minimum -55°C for 

evaporation and a maximum 30°C with corresponding pressures below critical pressure of 73.8. 

CO2 can be used as a secondary fluid as well as in cascade fluid. A typical example of this is 

a CO2-NH3 cascade refrigeration (Belman-folres et al, 2014). However, most CO2 heat pump 

operates in transcritical cycle unlike conventional heat pumps which operates in subcritical 

cycle. The CO2 transcritical process can hence be described by Lorentzen cycle as against 

Carnot cycle used in conventional heat pumps.   

 

3.3 LORENTZ CYCLE 

Lorentzen introduced the application of CO2 for air conditioning, which was utilized car.  The 

lorentz cycle has some distinct components from the conventional cycle, which include the 

positioning of the receiver after the evaporator and the introduction of intermediate heat 

exchanger for superheating and sub-cooling.  

 

The positioning of the receiver enables the sufficient supply of CO2 while also mitigating 

against the flooding of the compressor, which could result in liquid slugging by retaining the 

liquid fraction of the refrigerant at the exit of the evaporator. It also helps to moderate 

refrigerant supply depending on the variations in the system’s capacity or operations. The 

intermediate heat exchanger is able to sub-cool the refrigerant at gas cooler and reduce the 

large expansion loss associated with CO2 systems. The superheating at the suction line of the 

compressor ensures complete vaporization of the refrigerant. Sub-cooling and superheating 
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increases the cooling capacity. During sub-cooling, the state of the refrigerant is shifted from 

point b to c as seen on the p-h diagram in Figure 3.3. The liquid fraction of the refrigerant also 

increases at the evaporator inlet which enhances better evaporator performance. On this 

superheating side, this is achieved by shifting the state of the refrigerant, which is saturated or 

flooded at point e to superheated state f. Even though superheating decreases the density of the 

refrigerant and could influence the cooling effect negatively, it is however increases the 

discharge temperature of the compressor. The higher the discharge temperature of the 

refrigerant, the higher the potentials of matching it with high hot water return temperatures 

demand. The enthalpy difference between the evaporator outlet to compressor suction is equal 

to the amount of enthalpy difference for sub-cooling in the internal heat exchanger.   

 
Figure 3.3: Process flow of transcritical CO2 cycle and the corresponding t-s diagram 

 

In a transcritical cycle, an evaporator still serves the heat absorption function, but heat rejection 

occurs through sensible cooling in gas cooler and not through condensation at high pressure 

within the supercritical region. The pressure ratio is higher in transcritical cycle compared to 

subcritical cycle and this is due to its high pressure and is often accompanied with large 

expansion loss. The superheated vapor is compressed to deliver high temperature. Energy 

consumption in transcritical systems is relatively low in cold climates or season, while 

efficiency is reduced in hot climates or season. The distinctions between the processes in 

transcritical Lorentz cycle and conventional cycles are highlighted in Table 3.2 

 

Table 3.2: Comparison of Lorentz cycle to a conventional heat pump cycle 

Lorentz cycle Conventional  

Irreversible non-adiabatic compression Isentropic compression 

Non-isobaric, non-isothermal heat rejection Isobaric heat rejection 

Non isenthalpic expansion  Isenthalpic expansion 

Non-isobaric, non-isothermal heat 

absorption 

Isobaric heat absorption 

 

With the assumption of no loss in the heat pump cycle, the performance of a conventional 

system, which absorbs and reject heat at constant temperatures during cooling and heating 

processes, is often defined by Carnot COP as:  

 

                                                  𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡,ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚

𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚−𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
                                    Equation 3.1  
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                                                  𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏−𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚
                                    Equation 3.2  

 

The efficiency of a Carnot cycle is defined as the ratio of the real COP of the heat pump 

systems. It compares the actual performance of a heat pump to that of an ideal Carnot process 

with cycle losses taken into consideration and it is represented as; 

 

                                                                𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 =
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡
                                    Equation 3.3  

 

For a transcritical process, while heat absorption takes place at constant evaporation 

temperation, the heat rejection takes place at gliding temperature. Hence, the performance of 

the cycle is better defined by Lorentz coefficient of performance (COPlorentz) as proposed by 

Neskå. It expressed using the state points as shown below: 

                                                𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧,ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑇2−𝑇3

(𝑇2−𝑇3)−(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)
                        Equation 3.5  

 

 

                                          𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧,𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)

(𝑇2−𝑇3)−(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)
                             Equation 3.6 

Where,  

                                                                                     𝑇0 = (
𝑇1−𝑇4

𝐼𝑛(𝑇1 𝑇4⁄ )
)                              Equation 3.7 

 

The practical transcritical process can be relatively compared to the ideal process using Lorentz 

cycle efficiency, defined as; 

                                                     𝜂𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧 =
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧
                                              Equation 3.8  

 

 

3.3.1 Performance indicators 

3.3.1.1 Coefficient of performance 

Coefficient of performance of a heat pump is a parameter that indicates the efficiency of a heat 

pump. It evaluates the amount power required to generate the cooling/heating capacity from 

the system.  It is the basics for most comparisons of different heat pump’s performance. The 

COPcooling is the ratio of the cooling effect generated by the evaporator to the amount of 

power input from the compressor while the COPheating is the ratio of the useful heat generated 

from the gas cooler to the compressor power input. It is expressed as follows: 

 

                                                                    𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
                                       Equation 3.9 

 

                                                                   𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑄𝑔𝑐

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
                                     Equation 3.10 

 

For integrated heat pumps where both the cooling and the heating effect of the heat pump is 

harnessed, a combined COP is used to evaluate the performance of the system and it is defined 

as shown  below. 

                                         𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔                           Equation 3.11  
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3.3.1.2 Volumetric cooling and heating capacity 

Volumetric cooling capacity (VCC) is the volumetric amount of  heat removed from a space 

due to the ability of the refrigerant to absorb the heat in the evaporator. The heat removed is 

usually carried by a secondary fluid. It is defined as the product of the gas density of the 

refrigerant and specific enthalpy of evaporation (enthalpy difference at the inlet and outlet of 

the evaporator). 

  

                                                         𝑉𝐶𝐶 = ⍴. (ℎ1 − ℎ4)                                         Equation 3.12 

 

While volumetric heating capacity (VHC) can be defined as the volumetric amount of heat the 

gas cooler is able to dissipate from the gas cooler and supplied to a secondary fluid. It is defined 

as the product of refrigerant density and specific enthalpy of condensation (enthalpy difference 

between the inlet and the outlet of the gas cooler).  

                                                               𝑉𝐻𝐶 = ⍴. (ℎ2 − ℎ3)                                         Equation 3.13 

 

3.3.2 Sensitivity analysis 

There are several system parameters in trans-critical CO2 process that influences performance. 

To properly evaluate and enumerate their influence, a sensitivity analysis was carried out. Some 

of the parameters considered includes the following. A combined COP was also evaluated for 

concurrent operation of cooling and hot water heating.  

 Optimum gas cooler pressure 

 Gas cooler outlet temperature 

 Evaporation temperature 

 Refrigerant mass flow rate  

 Water mass flow rate 

 Amount of superheat 

 Temperature approach  

 

3.3.2.1 Effect of optimum gas cooler pressure 

The optimum gas cooler pressure is the optimum gas cooler pressure with the highest COP. 

The cooling and heating capacity of the heat pump increases with the increasing gas cooler 

pressure and the COP also increases. The compressor work also increases but not so rapidly 

when compared to the cooling and heating capacity. At some point, the compressor work input 

increases more rapidly than the cooling and heating capacity with increasing pressure and this 

affects the COP negatively.  
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Figure 3.4: Coefficient of performance in relation to the gas cooler pressure. 

 

As seen in Figure 3.4 above, the gas cooler outlet and outlet temperature were set at 35 and 

0.15 respectively. A 5K temperature was estimated between CO2 and the secondary fluid used 

as heat sink. The highest COP of about 3.20 was achieved at a gas cooler pressure between 85 

and 90 bar. With a maximum gas cooler pressure of 120 bar, the cooling and heating capacity 

of 5.25 and 8.15 kW was obtained respectively. The cause for the rapid increase in the 

compressor work input is due to the drop in the isentropic efficiency above the optimum gas 

cooler pressure.  

 

3.3.2.2 Effect of gas cooler outlet temperature  

The outlet gas cooler temperature is an important parameter when designing heat pump systems 

for water heating. The water inlet temperature and the temperature approach often determine 

it. A small pinch is usually envisaged. A low gas cooler temperature increases the capacity of 

the heat exchangers. The gliding temperature of CO2 gives an advantage for good temperature 

match between the refrigerant and the process stream. The effect of varying gas cooler outlet 

temperature is analyzed for both heating and cooling capacities as shown in Figure 3.5. At 

different evaporation temperatures, ranging from -5 to 10℃ and an optimum gas cooler 

pressure of 90 bar, the gas cooler temperature was varied between 30 and 35℃.  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Coefficient of performance in relation to the gas cooler outlet temperature 
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As observed, the coefficient of performance for the cooling process increases with increasing 

evaporation. A high gas cooler exit temperature also enhances a better evaporator performance.  

 

3.3.2.3 Effect of Evaporation temperature  

The effect of evaporation temperature on the cooling capacity is analyzed. The evaporation 

temperature is varied with gas cooler pressure with a fixed gas cooler outlet temperature of 

20C and is rated with COPcooling.  

 

 
Figure 3.6: Coefficient of performance for different evaporation temperatures 

 

A similar trend can be observed for the three gas cooler pressures, the COPcooling increases 

with increasing evaporation temperature a shown in Figure 3.6. At a specific pressure, 

increasing the evaporation temperature leads to reduction in the compressor pressure ratio.  The 

optimum COPcooling was obtained at lower gas cooler pressure. The reduction in the COP 

with increasing pressure is due to the increase in throttling loss and reduction in the cooling 

capacity. The cooling capacity increases more rapidly than the required compressor power. 

 

3.3.2.4 Effect of Refrigerant and water mass flow rate 

Although the mass flow rate of the refrigerant in a transcritical cycle is not an independent 

variable as it depends on the parameters listed above. In an increase in refrigerant mass flow 

rate leads to increase in the system’s heating and cooling capacity and vice versa. Increased 

refrigerant mass flow rate engenders higher heat transfer coefficients in both in the gas cooler 

and evaporator and also a higher COP. Superheating the refrigerant at suction lowers the mass 

flow rate and leads to reduction in delivered capacity due to decrease in its density at the 

suction. An increase in the gas cooler pressure also leads to decrease in the refrigerant mass 

flow rate.  

 

The mass flow rate of water as heat sink is also an important parameter. Increasing the mass 

flow rate of water leads to increase in heating capacity in the gas cooler due to increase in the 

waterside heat transfer coefficients although this might impact negative on the water 

temperature at the outlet of the gas cooler by decreasing it. 
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3.3.2.5 Effect of superheat  

As highlighted in Lorentzen work, the impact of internal heat exchanger on the performance 

of gas cooler was validated. The effect of superheat at the evaporator and suction of 

compressor. At a gas cooler pressure of 80 bar, a gas cooler outlet temperature of 35C at the 

refrigerant side.   Increasing the amount of superheat increases the refrigerant temperature at 

compressor discharge line as seen in Figure 3.6. 

  

 
Figure 3.6: Effect of superheat on coefficient of performance 

 

The discharge enthalpy consequently increases, causing an increase in the driving force due to 

increase in the temperature range. The first 5K superheat gave an increase of about 2.8% of 

COPheating and this decreases subsequently with each 5K increase. A maximum COPheating 

increase of about 10% was obtained for the overall superheat range (0-25) K. Apart from its 

influence on discharge temperature, the specific volume also increases.  

 

3.3.2.6 Temperature Approach 

Temperature approach of both the primary and the secondary fluid is an important parameter 

is system design as it a determining driving force for heat transfer. Lower temperature approach 

enhances better heat transfer, increased heating/cooling capacity and high COP. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Impact of temperature approach on system performance 
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With an assumed water inlet temperature of 30C, two different temperature approach of 5 and 

10K between the refrigerant and water which resulted in gas cooler outlet temperatures of 35 

and 40C respectively as shown in Figure 3.7. The lower temperature approach of 5K showed 

higher COPheating compared to the 10K approach across a wide range of gas cooler pressure. 

At a maximum gas cooler pressure, both approaches showed similar trend of decreasing COP. 

A similar trend is expected for the COPcooling. Plate heat exchangers have potentials of 

achieving lower temperature approaches.  

 

3.3.2 Space Cooling 

Space cooling is required due to heat gains in residential buildings, which leads to increase in 

temperature and humidity often way-off the comfort zone. The sources of these heat sources 

can be either internal or external and can be in form of sensible or latent heat. Internal heat 

gains have their sources ranging from lightings, equipment and activities of the occupants. 

External heat gains infers the heat gain indoor of a building with the source being external. The 

major source of external heat gain is solar radiation. Its mode of penetration includes 

infiltration, through the walls, roofs, door and Glass.  

Quantitatively, the amount of heat removed from space is equal to the amount of cooling 

provided by the air conditioning equipment. The amount of cooling required in space is 

dependent on the outdoor temperature in a specified climate. An example of this relationship 

is given in Table xxx below;  

Table 3.3: Cooling load by region 

Climate (city) Peak Outdoor temperature  Peak Cooling load 

Trondheim 32℃ 2.73 kW 

Milan 28℃ 1.5 kW 

Niamey 37℃ 3.45 kW 

For a set point indoor temperature, increase in outdoor temperature results in increased required 

cooling load. While also increasing the set point indoor temperature leads to reduction in 

cooling load required.  

 

3.3.2.1 Performance indicator for space cooling 

To determine the energy efficiency of a space-cooling heat pump, a terminology known as 

Seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) is defined. SEER is the ratio of the total cooling load 

provided by the heat pump in a cooling season to the total energy input within the same season. 

A high SEER depicts a high efficiency. The instantaneous energy efficiency of the system can 

also be established by energy efficiency ratio (EER) which is defined as the ratio cooling 

capacity of the system to the energy input into the system. While SEER covers different 

temperature ranges, EER covers an individual indoor and outdoor temperature. SEER and EER 

can be related to the COP of a system using the following equations 3.14 and 3.15.  

 

                                                                   𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑅 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅

0.87
                                                   Equation 3.14 

 

                                                             𝐸𝐸𝑅 = 3.413 × 𝐶𝑂𝑃                                         Equation 3.15 

 

3.3.2.2 Include influence of air mass flow rate 

The mass flow rate of air into the conditioned space is also an important parameter to consider 

in design and control of space cooling systems. Its impact can be either positive or negative. 

Increasing the mass flow rate of air a preset temperature condition increases the cooling 
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capacity of the evaporator while decreasing the mass flow rate does otherwise. The speed of 

the fan is to be adjusted to meet the desired operating conditions.  

 

3.4 WATER HEATING 

Hot water demand in residential homes are usually expressed as a function of the number of 

dwellers and the required supply temperature and tapping temperature. Using a regression 

model of the effect of number of occupants on consumption developed by Defra (2008), the 

daily volumetric hot water consumption can be expressed as follows: 

 

                                                               𝑉ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 40 + 28𝑁                                      Equation 3.16 

 

Where N is the number of occupants (maximum of 5) 

 

For a residential building with four individual, the volumetric hot water consumption using the 

equation above can be estimated as 152 liters per day. Typical hot water temperature at different 

tapping sites are listed in the table 3.4 below: 

 

Table 3.4: Applications and temperature ranges for hot water  

Application  Temperature, ºC 

Safety showers and eyewashes  16 to 35 

Hot service without mixing valves  40 

Nursing homes and hospitals  40 to 46 

General purpose  49 to 60 

Laundry service  71 

Kitchen sanitization  82 

 

Residential energy consumption from hot water usage vary from home to home which depends 

on the volume and the temperature of the water at the tapping sites. However, it can be 

classified using the different tapping profiles according to the EU energy labelling scheme 

shown in Appendix xxx. Matching the heating capacity of the gas cooler with sample profiles 

(M&L), a hot water-drying load ratio can be estimated as shown in Figure 3.8. When the hot 

water demand is met, the remaining heat capacity is channeled into clothe drying.  

 

 
Figure 3.8: A pictorial representation of heat capacity distribution 
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Another important parameter to be considered in the water heating process is the storage. The 

process of feeding the storage tank with hot water is known as Charging. It is time dependent 

operation, which is referred to as charging period rand it represents the amount of time taken 

to meet the energy demand for a specified volume of hot water consumption. The energy 

demand is equal to the amount of hot water load met by the heating capacity of the gas cooler. 

The charging period of a hot water storage can expressed using equation 3.17: 

 

                                                  𝜏 =
𝑉ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟.⍴.𝐶𝑝.(𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘−𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑,𝑖𝑛)

𝑄𝑔𝑐
                                    Equation 3.17 

Where 𝑉ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 , ⍴, 𝐶𝑝 represents volume of hot water, density of water and specific heat 

capcity respectively. The temperatures of the water inlet and in the tank are represented 

as𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 , 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑,𝑖𝑛 respectively. 

 

With the set point temperature of hot water been achieved at the outlet of the gas cooler and 

the mass flow rate ratio set accordingly for the hot water storage and air heating, the heated 

water is fed into the storage.  The charging of the thermal storage is dependent on the mass 

flow rate of the hot water to the storage, heating capacity of the gas cooler, the fluid properties 

of water, volume of storage tank, temperatures of water at inlet and outlet of gas cooler. 

 

 
Figure 3.9: A plot of heat input versus charging period 

 

As observed in Figure 3.9, For a heating capacities ranging from 1 to 5 kW and storage volume 

range of 50 to 200 liters, the water inlet temperature of 10ºC and supply temperature of 70ºC 

were assumed. Large storage volumes contribute to longer charging period while higher 

heating capacity results in lower charging period. At hot water storage of the same volume, 

doubling the heat capacity results in double charging period.  

 

As with every thermal storage system, hot water systems are also subjected to heat loss. These 

losses can either be within between the storage tank, piping system and ambient. The heat loss 

between the tank and ambient is determined using equation 3.18.  

 

                         𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒.𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘∗(𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘,𝑖𝑛−𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡)

𝑅
                                        Equation   3.18 
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3.5 DRYING CYCLE  

3.5.1 Air drying cycle  

The air-drying cycle is different cycle from the heat pump cycle. Even though integrated to be 

known as heat pump dryer, unlike the conventional heat pump cycle, it takes into consideration 

the humidity alongside the temperature. Air-drying process for clothe typically operates at 

standard atmospheric pressure which is relatively constant throughout the process. The air-

drying cycle under review utilizes a closed loop circulation. Even though the air circulation 

and heat absorption is similar for both CO2 and HFCs heat pumps, however its performance is 

influenced by that of the heat pump cycle. The air-drying cycle is often represented in 

psychometric and mollier diagrams. An h-x diagram of the drying air cycle is shown in Figure 

3.10 below. 

 

 
Figure 3.10: A drying process with corresponding h-x diagram (Klocker et al, 2000) 

 

There are three main processes involved in the air drying cycle namely; 

 Process 1-2 : heating of the air in condenser or gas cooler, as it the case for CO2 heat 

pumps 

 Process 2-3: adiabatic humidification of the drying air by cloth moisture in the drying 

chamber 

 Process 3-1: dehumidification and condensation of absorbed moisture from the drying 

air.  

 

The drying air enters absorbs heat from heat source medium, which is usually the heat sink side 

of the heat pump cycle at a constant absolute humidity and its temperature rises from t to t2. 

Its relative humidity is high at condenser inlet and low at the condenser outlet. The hot dry air 

at t2 fed into the drying chamber evaporates moistures from the clothes and the drying air 

moisture content from x2 to x3. The drying air which is now moist, exits the drum humidified 

at high humidity and low temperature t3. The moisture content, which is condensed in an 

evaporator as the temperature is reduced from t3 to t1 are removed through an exhaust. A t-h 

diagram of drying cycle in a CO2 and R134a heat pump is depicted in Figure 3.11 below.  
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Figure 3.11: A temperature- enthalpy diagram of CO2 and R134a cycle (Schmidt et al, 1998) 

 

 At a high drying air inlet temperature and lower humidity, the drying rate is faster due higher 

heat content and more moisture is evaporated from clothes. The gliding temperature of CO2 

provides a better temperature match between it and the air as compared to that R134a. A good 

temperature match is needed for effective heat transfer. Hence, more exergy losses 

accompanies the air heating process in the R134a cycle compared to that of the CO2 cycle.  

 

3.5.2 Performance indicators for drying processes 

Performance indicators are tools for measuring how efficient the system operates and enable 

to make comparative systems under the same operating conditions. The performance of air-

drying cycle is evaluated using the following parameters: 

 Coefficient of performance (COP) 

 Specific moisture extraction rate (SMER) 

 Specific energy consumption 

 

3.5.2.1 Coefficient of performance (COP) 

Coefficient of performance of a drying system is a parameter used to evaluate the proportion 

of heat output harnessed for air heating from the condenser/gas-cooler to the total power input. 

It represents how close the performance of the cycle is to an ideal cycle. It is represented in 

equation 3.19. 

 

                                                                     𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑄𝑔𝑐

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡
                                        Equation 3.19 

 

The amount of heat delivered by the condenser or gas cooler for air heating can be evaluated 

using the expression below; 

 

                                                                𝑄𝑔𝑐 = ṁ𝐶𝑂2 ∗ (ℎ2 − ℎ3)                                 Equation 3.20 

  

The total power input into the heat pump for the drying process include the power requirement 

for compressor, fans and pumps. 
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                                                    𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 + 𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛 + 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝                             Equation 3.21 

 

For this study, only the power required by the compressor to deliver the required amount heat 

for drying the air at high temperature. Hence, the COP of the heat pump is utilized. It can also 

be described using the enthalpy variations in the heat pump cycle as highlighted in a previous 

section. The power required for the rotational operation of the drum is also not considered. The 

implication of high COP is low relative running cost.  

 

3.5.2.2 Specific moisture extraction rate (SMER) 

The specific moisture extraction rate (SMER) is a performance parameter that describes the 

performance of both the heat pump and the drying chamber. It is the ratio of the amount of 

water evaporated from the cloth to the amount of energy consumed by the heat pump system. 

It describes the degree of performance of the system in converting the available energy to useful 

work. Considering only the compressor work, SMER is represented by the expression below:  

 

                                                       𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑅𝐶𝑝 = (
𝑥𝐴1−𝑥𝐴3

ℎ𝑟1−ℎ𝑟2
) ∗

ṁ𝐴

ṁ𝑟
                                   Equation 3.22 

 

Where (
ṁ𝐴

ṁ𝑟
) is the mass flow ratio of air to the refrigerant, which is derived from energy 

balance and is expressed in the equation 3.23 below;  

 

                                             ṁ𝐴. (ℎ𝐴2 − ℎ𝐴1) = ṁ𝑟 . (ℎ𝑟2 − ℎ𝑟3)                                 Equation 3.23 

 

                                                      
ṁ𝐴

ṁ𝑟
=

ℎ𝑟2−ℎ𝑟3

ℎ𝐴2−ℎ𝐴1
                                                    Equation 3.24 

 

Previous reports suggested heat pump dryers to have SMER values to be within the range of 

1.0 to 4.0 as compared to 0.72 to 1.2 range, 0.12 to 1.28 range for vacuum drying and hot air 

drying respectively. However, higher SMER are obtainable for heat pump dryers. A high 

SMER also signifies a low running cost and faster drying time. 

 

3.5.2.3 Specific energy consumption (SEC) 

Specific energy consumption is a parameter used to define the amount of energy used to remove 

a specified amount of water. Typical energy consuming equipment include compressor, fan 

and pumps. It is the reciprocal of the specific moisture extraction rate. If only the power input 

to the compressor is considered, SEC can be expressed as follows:  

 

                                                                 𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑝 = 
1

𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑐𝑝
                                    Equation 3.25  

 

                                                  𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑝 =
1

(
𝑥𝐴1−𝑥𝐴3
ℎ𝑟1−ℎ𝑟2

)∗
ṁ𝐴
ṁ𝑟

                                              Equation 3.26 

Where subscript cp represents the compressor  

A high SEC implies high-energy requirement and high running cost will be incurred for the 

heat pump dryer. When used comparatively, a system with low SEC is more energy efficient.  

 

3.3.2.4 Drying Efficiency 

Drying efficiency is phenomenon that describes the ratio of energy used to evaporate moisture 

from the cloth to the total energy consumed. It can be evaluated using the temperature values 

at specified nodes in the dryer to evaluate its performance. It signifies the deviation of the real 
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drying process from the best possible process in terms of energy consumption. It can be 

expressed as follows: 

 

                                                                      ᵑ𝑑 = (
𝑇𝑑,𝑖𝑛−𝑇𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑇𝑑,𝑖𝑛−𝑇𝑑,𝑠𝑎𝑡
)                                      Equation 3.27  

 

Heat pump dryers can have drying efficiency up to about 95% as compared to a maximum of 

40% and 60% for hot air and vacuum drying respectively. Although, this is not the most 

accurate way to measure the performance of the dryer and gives the reason for the introduction 

of SMER. 
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3.6 SYSTEM DESIGNS 

The system design for the Solar assisted integrated CO2 heat pumps first considered the 

alternative integration of the solar appliance to a heat pump system.  Different ways by which 

this can be achieved includes solar energy as power source, energy source for heat pump 

evaporator, heat source for water heating. Solar energy can be harnessed in photovoltaic cells 

and with the aid of an inverter, it used to power the compressor of the heat pump. This offsets 

the electrical input from the electricity grid and also the cost of electricity. A battery system is 

put in place to save excess power during low solar exposure period. The only disadvantage of 

this is that such configuration is that the initial investment cost can be very high.  

The alternative use is its application as solar evaporator in the low pressure side to be able to 

deliver large heat capacity at the high pressure side. For cooling operations, the solar evaporator 

serves as a secondary heat source to the primary air evaporator which is designed to meet a 

specified cooling load. Depending on the system variables, the cooling capacity is rationed 

between the air heat source and solar source. However, the system will experience low heating 

capacity and productivity during periods of low solar irradiation.  

 The last design explored involves the integration of the solar collector with heat rejection side 

of the heat pump. The heating load is supplemented by the heating capacity provided by the 

solar collector. The water is first preheated in the solar collector at low temperatures and then 

reheated in the brazed plate heat exchanger. An intermediate gas cooler is used for air heating 

process. With thermal storage included, a continuous solar collector is not required and this 

take care of the problem low solar radiation might pose. The mass flow rate of water is adjusted 

to match the heating capacity. This design is considered appropriate for reasons to be 

highlighted in the next subsection.  

 

3.6.1 Possible Solar-Gas cooler Configurations  

There are different ways the solar collector can be integrated with the high-pressure side of the 

heat pump. The reason for this integration is supplement the heating capacity of the gas cooler 

and enable it meet the required heating load. A few possible configurations as shown in Figure 

3.21 are discussed as follows. 
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Figure 3.12: Solar collector integrations to the gas coolers 

 

In the first configuration, the solar collector is in series with the second gas coolers. The solar 

collector preheats the water, the first gas cooler is used for clothe drying and the second gas 

cooler is used to reheat the water. The ratio of the hot water load distribution is based on the 

amount of load requirement fulfilled by the solar collector. The heat capacity ratio between the 

first and the second gas cooler is dependent on the priority and control capacity is dependent 

on the flow rates of the secondary. The air and water exit the gas coolers at different 

temperatures. The disadvantage of this configuration is that it is not appropriate for secondary 

fluids to be supplied at same temperature (high). This configuration results in low temperature 

of refrigerant at the outlet of the first gas cooler which consequently results low temperature of 

the secondary fluid temperature.   

 

For the Second configuration, the solar collector is connected in series with a single gas cooler. 

Water, which is the secondary fluid, is first heated in the solar collector and the rest of the load 

is met in the main gas cooler of the heat pump. To adapt this configuration to air heating 

application, the main gas cooler supplies both the thermal storage and an intermediate heat 

exchanger connected for air heating. This supply is made using a three-way valve at the outlet 

of the main gas cooler. This way, the secondary fluid is able to supply the same temperature 

(high) for simultaneous water and air heating. Depending on the load ratio for the different 

applications, the three-way valve regulates the mass flow rates of the secondary fluid 

respectively.  The collector and the main gas coolers should have geometry large enough to 

handle the volumetric flow rate of the secondary fluid for efficient performance.  
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In third configuration, the solar collector is connected in parallel with a single gas cooler. The 

solar collector provides the heating capacity required for the air heating process while the gas 

cooler is used to provide the water heating capacity. Water is considered to be the best fit fluid 

for both the solar collector and gas cooler. Using a water loop in the solar collector against 

using direct air supply is due to higher thermal conductivity of water compared to air. The 

major advantage of this system is that the operations of the gas cooler and the solar collector 

are not related and as such, the processes can be controlled independently. The constraint of 

this configuration is that the hot air load is limited by the heating capacity provided by the solar 

collector and this capacity is always delivered at low temperature. A low air temperature for 

drying will result in longer drying time. The gas cooler covers the hot water load for thermal 

storage. 

 

Fourth configuration describes the integration of the solar collector in series with the two gas 

coolers. The gas coolers are connected in parallel. This type of configuration favors the use of 

only one secondary fluid and enables the capacity variation of the gas coolers. The secondary 

is first heated in the solar collector and then the flow at the exit  is split in to the two gas coolers 

for further heating. The refrigerant flow at the discharge line of the compressor is also split in 

two gas cooler. The mass flow rate ratio is the capacity control mechanism of the gas coolers, 

which is dependent on the heat load requirements. High temperatures are obtainable for the 

secondary fluid for simultaneous water and air heating. Using water as a secondary fluid, an 

extra heat exchanger is needed for the air heating process. 

 

3.6.2 Possible solar-evaporator configurations 

In this system design, it is desired that some solar energy is integrated with the low pressure 

side of the heat pump. Since the air evaporator is constrained by the cooling load, an extra heat 

source is needed to also be able to deliver hot water and drying simultaneously. As it is with 

the gas coolers, there are also a couple of possible integration configuration as highlighted 

below. 

 

 
Figure 3.13: Solar collector integrations to the evaporators 

 

In the first configuration, the solar collector is integrated in series with the air evaporator. There 

is only one possible positioning for the solar collector (evaporator) is after the air evaporator 

and outlet of the collector is directly connected to the compressor suction line. Having the solar 

collector before the air evaporator will cause operation problems due to negative temperature 

profile, as the solar collector absorbs heat at temperature higher than ambient. The refrigerant 
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is first heated in the air evaporator to meet the cooling load. The refrigerant thereafter absorbs 

the heat from solar collector. This might create operational problems while trying to meet the 

both the cooling load and heating load at the same time. The operating conditions of the solar 

collector is dependent on the performance of the air evaporator. There is possible temperature 

cross if the same flow rate, which delivered the heating capacity at the high-pressure side, is 

allowed through both the air evaporator and solar collector consecutively in situations where 

there is low solar insolation. 

 

In the second configuration, the solar collector is integrated in parallel in parallel with the air 

evaporator. The refrigerant flow out of the gas cooler is split into two. The separate flows are 

fed into the air evaporator and the solar collector. With separate flows, the two components are 

independent of each other and capacity control can be carried out independently.  

 

The final system design showing the integration of solar collector with both the low and high-

pressure side of the heat pump is shown in Figure 3.14.  

 

 
Figure 3.14: Layout of proposed integrated heat pump system  

 

‘ 
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3.6.3 System performance 

Consider the a real performance assessment of the heat rejecting side of the heat pump at 

different outlet temperature of the hot water while also meeting a specified cooling load at the 

low-pressure side. This is expressed using temperature-enthalpy (t-h) diagram. In this analysis, 

it is assumed that the solar collector pre-heats the water to a temperature within close proximity 

of that ambient air. The temperature of the fluid used in solar absorption is usually 5-10K above 

the ambient, but since this also depends on the efficiency of the collector and the properties of 

the fluid used, it is safe to make this assumption. At a water pre-heated to 28ºC by the solar 

collector and a water outlet temperature of 60ºC from the gas cooler and an assumed minimum 

temperature approach of 2K between the inflowing water and counter current refrigerant. A (t-

h) diagram of the water heating process is presented accordingly in Figure 3.15.  

 
Figure 3.15: A temperature- enthalpy diagram of the heat rejection process in CO2 process 

 

The pinch can be seen to occur at the point where the S-shape of the CO2 cycle sway back 

towards the linear hot water line. The pinch is influenced is inlet and outlet temperatures of 

both the primary and secondary fluids. A lower inlet water temperature gives larger pinch while 

higher outlet water temperature results in a smaller pinch point. 

 

Considering variation of system parameters, the performance of the water heating gas cooler 

is evaluated. The gas cooler pressure was increased from 85 to 95 bar while also varying the 

outlet temperature of CO2 and inlet temperature of the water into gas cooler using the 

combinations 30/28⁰C, 28/25⁰C and 25/20⁰C.  
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Figure 3.16: Coefficient of performance in relation to the gas cooler temperature approach 

 

The COP heating of the gas cooler of 5.18 decreases to 4.623 by varying the gas cooler pressure 

from 85 to 95 bar at 30/28⁰C combination temperatures. A similar trend is observed for the 

other temperature combinations. However, the COP heating increases with decreasing 

temperature combinations across an increasing gas cooler pressure.  

 

Heating water for drying process in some cases can be constrained by the kind of clothing 

material to be dried. This in turn gives rise to heating the drying air at low temperature to avoid 

shrinkage of the cloth. The impact of this is considered for the same heating capacity delivered 

by the heat pump at the same operating. The outlet temperature of water in the gas cooler is set 

at 40⁰C for the same gas cooler pressure range and temperature combinations. It can be seen 

clearly from the results as presented in Figure 3.17 that the in order for the water as heat sink 

to accommodate the potential heating capacity from the gas cooler of the heat pump, its 

operating parameters has to change. Therefore results shows that to achieve a lower exit 

temperature of the water heat sink out of the gas cooler, the flow rate of the water has to be 

increased.  

 

 
Figure 3.17: Variation of the mass flow rate with exit temperature  
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND TEST FACILITY 

4.1 TEST FACILITY 

The experimental facility used for this study was a previously constructed test rig for ejector 

experiments. The rig was modified to meet the configuration options discussed previous 

section. The ejectors were replaced with two expansion valves, one needle valve and a 

pneumatic valve. The pneumatic valve was not easy to control so it was set on the PID to 

operate at pressure above the operating high side pressure and this makes it in active. The rest 

of the components were kept as they are and a simplified process flow is presented in Figure 

4.1.  

 

 
Figure 4.1: PFD of test rig 

 

The rig consist of five loops: the main refrigerant closed loop, the glycol loop evaporator, 

closed air loop, open water gas cooler flow and glycol gas cooler loop. The serial connection 
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of the gas coolers enables for easy control of the gas cooler outlet temperature. The evaporators 

(air and glycol) was connected in parallel to stimulate the ambient conditions and the capacities 

of the evaporator.  

 

The test rig consist of the following primary components; 

 Semi hermetic reciprocating compressor  

 Brazed plate heat exchangers 

o Glycol gas cooler 

o Water gas cooler  

o Glycol evaporator 

 Micro channel louvered air evaporator  

 Intermediate heat exchanger  

 Throttling valves  

 Low pressure receiver  

 Electric heaters 

 Fans  

 Safety valves  

 

4.1.1 Compressor Unit. 

The compressor utilized for this experimental process is a dorin CD 380H model of CD200 

semi hermetic compressor series. It has a heating capacity of 11kW at evaporation temperature 

of 10℃, gas cooler out temperature of 35℃ at gas cooler pressure of 90 bar.  The specifications 

of the compressor are given in the table below; 

Table 4.1: Compressor specifications 

Number of Cylinders 2  

Bore  28 Mm 

Stroke 28 Mm 

Displacement @50 Hz 3,00  

Displacement @ 60 Hz 3,60  

Suction valve (socket welding) 10  

Suction valve (butt welding ) 14  

Discharge valve (socket welding) 10  

Discharge valve (butt welding ) 14  

Oil charge  1,3  

Net weight  77  

 

The compressor has been in use for quite some time now and it is susceptible to drop in 

performance during experimental conducts. A pictorial representation of the compressor is 

presented in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2: Dorin compressor unit 

 

The compressor is fitted accessories as shown in the schematic of the compressor is shown in 

Figure 4.3.  

 

   
Figure 4.3: A schematic of the compressor unit with accessories 

 

4.1.2 Gas cooler (Brazed Plate Heat exchangers)  

Three of the heat exchangers used in this setup are from Kaori, manufacturer of brazed plate 

heat exchangers. Their specialized K040C series CO2 heat exchanger is a perfect fit for this 

experimental setup, both as gas cooler and evaporator. The K040C series which is characterized 

by 60-70% lower pressure drop and 10% better heat capacity than multiple tube heat 

exchangers, is about 1/3rd the space and weight of multiple tubes heat exchangers. A sample of 

the Kaori brazed plate heat exchanger is shown in Figure 4.4 below: 
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Figure 4.4: Kaori brazed plate heat exchanger for gas cooling 

 

Made of stainless steel SUS316 (standard) and brazed with copper, K040C series has a 

maximum working pressure 200 bar and operating temperature range of -195 to 150ºC which 

makes it suitable for this experiment since heat rejected from the compressor is at very high 

temperature. The fluid flow direction in this heat exchanger is counter current. The 

specification for both the gas cooler and evaporators are given in Table 4.3 below.  

 

Table 4.3: Kaori brazed plates heat exchangers classification 

 Kaori 

model  

Water 

storage 

volume 

(litres/day) 

L 

(mm) 

W 

(mm) 

H 

(mm) 

Weight 

(kg)  

Heat 

transfer 

area 

(m^2) 

Total 

volume 

(litres) 

Glycol gas 

cooler 

K040C*20 770-860 314 76 53 4.54 0.347 0.561 

Water gas 

cooler 

K040C*12 410-500 314 76 37 3.52 0.193 0.325 

Glycol 

evaporator  

K040C*12 410-500 314 76 37 3.52 0.193 0.325 

 

The glycol and gas cooler heat exchangers were connected in series, with the glycol gas cooler 

connected to the compressor discharge line. The glycol heat exchanger is able to handle large 

heat transfer due to its larger heat transfer area and hence used for the reheating of the water.  

An extra heat exchanger was installed to cool the outlet hot glycol with the water from the main 

supply. With this, the glycol is recirculated for gas cooling.  
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4.1.3 Evaporators 

The evaporators were connected in parallel, this to allow for variation of refrigeration load. For 

this experiment, the glycol evaporator represents the solar collector.The heat that is sourced 

from the glycol evaporator represents the useful heat the solar evaporator contributes to the 

system. The rest of the heat is from the air source evaporator. The amount of heat contributed 

through the air source evaporator is determined by the required cooling capacity for the air 

conditioning. In a multiple evaporator system, individual evaporators are better controlled with 

fluctuations in loads. With a parallel configuration, the low side pressure is maintained and it 

is easier to control individual evaporators unlike series configuration there is alternation of the 

pressure level and the evaporating temperature likewise.  The air evaporator used in this 

experimental campaign is a micro channel louvered heat exchanger shown in Figure 4.5 

 

  
Figure 4.5: Air and glycol evaporators  

 

Connecting tube 

A tubing used for the conveying of CO2 refrigerant is made of Copper. The copper tube that is 

also used for connecting the components of the heat pump systems to each other has an inner 

diameter of 8 mm. While the connection pipes for the secondary fluids, (glycol and water) were 

chosen to match the inlet and outlet dimensions of the brazed plate heat exchangers. 
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4.2 TEST PROCEDURE 

The operation of the test rig components were monitored using a PID controlled program, 

LabVIEW run on a computer. The PID controls the compressor, glycol gas cooler, glycol 

evaporator and electric heaters. The signals from the positioned sensor nodes are collected by 

the sensors and logged in designated folder in excel sheets. The electric heaters are controlled 

to provide the required ambient temperature for the secondary fluids. The operation of the 

compressor is controlled by regulating the rpm. This is performed by selecting the percentage 

of the total rpm. PID also controls the fan speed of the air evaporator; this way the mass flow 

rate of the air is adjusted to match the preset operation parameters. The mass flow rate of the 

glycol in the glycol loop is also controlled by varying the percentage of the pump speed. Other 

system parameters are controlled manually; the mass flow rate of water into the water gas 

cooler and the intermediate heat exchanger for cooling the glycol out of the gas cooling process. 

The temperature of the two different evaporators when mixed at the suction of the compressor 

to ensure proper superheat, thereby adjusting the operation of the internal heat exchanger.  An 

overview of the laboratory set up is shown in Figure 4.6 below. 

 

 
Figure 4.6: A pictorial representation of the test facitlity 

 

4.2.1 Start-up procedure  

1. Check that portable CO2 detector has enough battery. Switch it on and keep it in 

operation during tests. 

2. Energize the circuit breakers in the electric cabinet, turn on, ‘Hovedstrøm’, ‘styres’, 

‘Hx2’, Hx3’, ‘Fans and pumps 

3. Check that the hoses for the cooling water disposal are well positioned at the exhaust 

sink in the basement 

4. Open the two shut-off valves for the cooling water supply 

5. Check and regulate, if needed, the position of the valve that controls the cooling water 

flow rate through the glycol to water heat exchanger  

6. Check and regulate, if needed the position of the valve that controls the cooling water 

flow rate through the water-cooled gas cooler. 

7. Run LabVIEW program (Gas cooler or Evaporator, dependent on requested 

specification.  

8. Activate glycol pumps in both  loops (evaporator and gas cooler) and fan in LabVIEW 

Front Panel by selecting percentage of the available rotational speed range 
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9. Activate electric heaters in the evaporator loops (air and glycol) in LabVIEW Front 

Panel (HX2 for air-supplied evaporator and HX3 for glycol-supplied evaporator) by 

either selecting percentage of the maximum electric power (in manual mode) or 

selecting the requested heat source temperature (in PID controlled mode). The 

Maximum allowable set point temperature in either air or glycol loop is 50ºC. 

10. Check every shut-off valve installed on the CO2 side downstream the compressor outlet 

and verify the refrigerant circulation in the system. Open the manually operated 

expansion device (in parallel with the PI controlled).  

11. Turn on compressor in LabVIEW Front Panel. Watch the discharge/suction pressure, 

avoiding excessive values on both sides (higher than 120 bar on the discharge and lower 

than 15 bar on suction.  

 

4.2.2 During the experiment (Pressure and Temperature control) 

1. Control continually the indication of analogue sensors/gauges 

2. Control visually the oil level in the oil sight glass of the compressor. Actual level must 

be greater than the indicated minimum level. 

3. Control the oil return mass flow rate from the receiver ( minimum mas flow rate 

indicated by  FT103 ≥ 30g/min) 

4. Provide enough superheating at the compressor suction (verify that reading from PT101 

and TT101 results in minimum 5ºC superheating.  

5. Maintain appropriate liquid refrigerant level in the receiver (charge the system if 

needed).  

6. Try to avoid compressor operation below 35%. 

7. Control continually the parameters logged into the DAQ system by following profiles 

plotted in additional tags for mas flow rate meters, pressure cells and thermocouples. 

 

4.2.3 End of experiment 

Shut down procedure for the experimental campaign is highlighted below:  

1. Start-up procedure in reverse order. 

 

4.2.4 Test Matrix 

The test matrix for the experimental campaign are basically constituted around the pressure 

and temperature. Hence, the experiments were conducted within the ranges highlighted in 

Table 4.4. 

 

Table 4.4: Test matrix for experimental campaign  

Parameters Unit Range 

Gas cooler pressure  Bar 80-95 

Gas cooler outlet temperature ℃ 25-35 

Evaporation temperature  ℃ 5-10 

Air inlet temperature  ℃ 25-30 

Air outlet temperature  ℃ 20-25 

Glycol inlet temperature 

(evaporator) 
℃ 25-30 

Glycol outlet temperature  

(evaporator) 
℃ 12-25 
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4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

In order to measure the operating parameters and performance of the test rig, proper 

instrumentation was needed. Parameters to be measured include the system pressures, 

temperatures, mass flow rates, compressor frequency. Other system parameters were calculated 

from these measured values.  

 

4.3.1 Pressure 

Endress + Hauser pressure transmitters were employed for the measurement of both the 

absolute pressure and differential pressure in the experimental set up. The system has in total 

number of 24 pressure sensors at different positions of the test rig. The transmitters are also 

designed with digital screen. The two most important pressure nodes and the corresponding tag 

names are listed in table 4.5 below: 

 

Table 4.5: Pressure nodes 

Sensor node (position) Tag name 

Compressor suction line PT 101 

Compressor discharge line  PT 102 

 

4.3.2 Temperature 

Thermocouples were used for the measurement of the temperatures at different points in the 

experiments. A tiny hole was bored into the connecting tubing and pipes, through which the 

thermocouples measured the temperature and transmits it to the logging system. Some of the 

most important sensor nodes are listed in table 4.6.  

 

Table 4.6: Temperature nodes 

Sensor node (position) Tag name 

Compressor suction line TT 101 

Compressor discharge line  TT 102 

Oil separator outlet TT 115 

Glycol gas cooler outlet (CO2 

side)  

TT 104 

Glycol gas cooler inlet (CO2 side) TT 102 

Water gas cooler inlet (CO2 side) TT 217 

Water gas cooler outlet (CO2 side) TT 116 

Air evaporator outlet (CO2 side) TT 110 

Air evaporator inlet (Air  side) TT 304- 307 

Air evaporator outlet (Air  side) TT 310- 324 

Glycol evaporator outlet (CO2 

side)  

TT 111 

Mixing temperature at evaporator 

outlets (CO2)  

TT 113 

 

 

4.3.3 Mass flow rate 

The mass flow rate in the experimental setup is measured using rheonik mass flow meters. The 

mass flow meter consist of sensor, transmitter and connection cable. The flow in the connecting 

tube is deflected and recorded by velocity sensors. The measured quantity that is equivalent to 
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mass flow rate is processed in the transmitter and conveyed to the logger. The measured flow 

rates are listed in Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7: Mass flow rate nodes 

Sensor node (position) Tag name 

Compressor discharge line FT 102 

Glycol evaporator   FT 105 

 

4.4 UNCERTAINTY OF PARAMETERS 

The uncertainty of the measurements taken helps ascertain how close the measured values are 

from the true value. It gives the level of confidence on which the measurements are based, 

while highlighting the accuracy and precision of the instrument. The uncertainty of 

measurements can be estimated in two ways: 

1. Using the accuracy of the sensor as provided in the manufacturers reference  

2. Estimating the uncertainty from the standard deviation of measured values for a 

measuring point within a specified time interval. 

 

With uncertainty of individual parameters known, the uncertainty for derived parameters can 

be calculated as follows;  

                                                 ∆𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = √(
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
∆𝑥)

2

+ (
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
∆𝑦)

2

                               Equation 4.1  

                              If,  

                                                           𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑥 ± 𝑦 ± 𝑧                                          Equation 4.2 

 

                                                          ∆𝑓 = √(∆𝑥)2 + (∆𝑦)2 + (∆𝑧)2                             Equation 4.3 

                                 

                                If,  

                                                                     𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =
𝑥+𝑦

𝑧
                                           Equation 4.4 

                                                         ∆𝑓 = √(
∆𝑥

𝑥
)
2

+ (
∆𝑦

𝑦
)
2

+ (
∆𝑧

𝑧
)
2

                               Equation 4.5 

 

                                    If,  

                                                                            𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑥𝑦                                              Equation 4.6 

                                                                         ∆𝑓 = 𝑓. |𝑦.
∆𝑥

𝑥
|                                           Equation 4.7 

 

4.4.1 Compressor: 

The uncertainty for the work input into the compressor is evaluated from the energy balance 

for compressor highlighted in section (modelling). It is expressed as shown in equation 4.8. 

The uncertainties of the enthalpy are defined as a function of the suction and discharge 

pressures of the compressor. 

∆𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = √[(ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛). ∆ṁ𝑐𝑜2]
2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡]

2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛]

2
     Eqn 

4.8 

 

4.4.2 Gas cooler:  

Using the energy balance for the gas coolers capacity shown highlighted in section (modelling), 

the uncertainty is evaluated as; 
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   ∆𝑄𝑔𝑐 = √[𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑜2. (𝑇𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡). ∆ṁ𝑐𝑜2]
2
+ 2[ṁ𝑐𝑜2. 𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑜2. ∆𝑇]

2                Equation 4.9 

Or  

∆𝑄𝑔𝑐 = √[(ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛 − ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡). ∆ṁ𝑐𝑜2]
2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛]

2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡]

2
   Equation 

4.10 

 

4.4.3 Evaporator 

The uncertainty of the evaporators can be evaluated from the evaporator capacity using the 

energy equation for evaporators in section (modelling); 

 

      ∆𝑄𝑔𝑐 = √[𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑜2. (𝑇𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛). ∆ṁ𝑐𝑜2]
2
+ 2[ṁ𝑐𝑜2. 𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑜2. ∆𝑇]2            Equation 4.11 

Or  

∆𝑄𝑔𝑐 = √[(ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛). ∆ṁ𝑐𝑜2]
2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑜𝑢𝑡]

2
+ [ṁ𝑐𝑜2. ∆ℎ𝑐𝑜2,𝑖𝑛]

2
 Equation 

4.12 

 

4.4.4 Coefficient of performance 

The uncertainties for both the performances of the evaporator and the gas cooler can be 

evaluated as; 

                     ∆𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √[(
1

𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
) . ∆𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝]

2

+ [(−
𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
) . ∆𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝]

2

         Equation 4.13 

 

            ∆𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = √[(
1

𝑄𝑔𝑐
) . ∆𝑄𝑔𝑐]

2

+ [(−
𝑄𝑔𝑐

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
) . ∆𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝]

2

                         Equation 4.14 

 

Due to insufficient data on the instrumentation components, the individual uncertainty of 

measured parameters were calculated using the second method. The uncertainties of a sample 

experiment is presented in the table 4.8 below. The gas cooler pressure of 90 bar and 

evaporation temperature of 10℃. 

 

Table 4.8: Calculated uncertainty results 

Parameter Unit Absolute 

Uncertainty 

Pressure Bar ± (0.084) 

Temperature ℃ ± (0.1) 

Mass flow kg/s ± (0.007) 

Compressor  kW ± (0.34) 

Water gas cooler kW ± (0.48) 

Glycol gas cooler  kW ± (0.88) 

Air evaporator kW ± (0.02) 

Glycol evaporator  kW ± (0.13) 

COP (glycol gas cooler) - ± (0.9) 

COP (air evaporator) - ± (0.46) 
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATIONS  

For this study, modelling of the integrated CO2 solar assisted heat pump for cooling, hot water 

heating and drying is carried out. This is to enable the analysis of the performance of the system 

and its individual components. The modelling of system components includes the compressor, 

air side evaporator, glycol side evaporator, expansion valve, internal heat exchanger, water gas 

cooler and glycol gas cooler. The model results enables to simulate how variables affects its 

system’s performance.  The COP of both the cooling and the heating process, the efficiency of 

the micro channel louvered heat exchanger, the heat transfer coefficients of the brazed plate 

heat exchangers and the efficiencies of the compressor were evaluated. The simulation results 

was used to both supplement and validate experimental results. Further system analysis can be 

estimated from the model. 

 

To understand how the model procedure, a brief highlight is given. Since the primary aim of 

the design is for space cooling, the other applications such as hot water heating and drying are 

considered secondary, it was considered to first establish the cooling load to be met by the 

system at cooling demand peak.  

 

5.1 Design Conditions for space cooling 

Based on common knowledge of air conditioner operation, to create a good comfort zone, the 

relative indoor humidity should not be more 60%. The cooling load for the referenced 

parameter was modelled using Rhvac, which is an ACCA approved Manual J and Manual D 

computer program. Calculations are performed per ACCA Manual J 8th Edition, Version 2, 

and ACCA Manual D. The following parameters considered as reference values for the case 

study are listed in Table 5.1 below. 

 

Table 5.1:Design parameters for space cooling  

Parameter  Value  Unit 

Reference City Milan, Italy - 

Daily range  Medium  

Peak temperature 30.5 ℃ 

Building volume   Above grade 

Building area  80 𝑚2 

Front door direction North - 

No of occupants  4  

 

5.2 Energy consumption profiling 

To be able to estimate the seasonal performance of the system for space cooling, the energy 

input for the operation of the heat pump should be accounted for the duration of the cooling 

load.  This is evaluated using Pack Calculation Pro, a simulation tool for comparing the yearly 

energy consumption of the heat pumps. It was also used to estimate an hourly performance of 

the system. 

  

A reference system was set up as a one stage transcritical and refrigerant and compressor is 

selected from a database. The suction side is set as a dimensioning capacity of the evaporator 

for the maximum value equivalent cooling load previously simulated using Rhvac. The ambient 

temperature at dimensioning capacity is also set accordingly; the evaporation temperature is 

also set. A constraint temperature was also set, a temperature below which the system doesn’t 

run. The operating conditions are also set accordingly.  
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Before running the simulation, the reference city, monthly and weekly schedule were selected. 

This is controlled by ambient temperature and runs only when the temperature is above the set 

point. The monthly energy consumption (kWh) is calculated, a summary of the load fulfillment 

and other system results profiles are collected. 

 

5.3 Heat pump modelling 

Although the experimental set-up consisted of one or more components for the same function, 

they were first modelled as a single unit for energy balance analysis. The implication of this is 

such that, the energy balance of the heat rejecting side consisting of both the glycol cooled gas 

cooler and water cooled gas was carried out as a single unit. In the same vein, the energy 

balance of the air and glycol evaporators were carried out. This way, the COP of the cooling 

side and the heating side of the system were estimated. Thereafter, characteristics of  individual 

components were evaluated. The calculations were made on excel spreadsheet and the 

thermodynamic properties of the fluids were extracted from RnLib and miniREFPROP. A few 

assumptions were made with regards to this modelling and they include: 

 Negligible pressure drop in piping, evaporator and gas cooler 

 Zero heat transfer with the environment with exceptions in the evaporator and gas 

cooler 

 The state of the refrigerant leaving the evaporator and condenser was superheated 

vapor and subcooled liquid respectively. This is to allow a proper temperature 

approach between the ambient temperatures and the refrigerant flow. 

 

a. Compressor model:  

The performance of a compressor are defined by its isentropic efficiency and the volumetric 

efficiency. The model is also used to predict the power input, discharge temperature and mass 

flowrate in the compressor. Isentropic efficiency defines the amount of energy degeneration in 

a component under a steady state assumption. It is the ratio of the power needed for isentropic 

compression to the power to the power input from the compressor shaft.  

Volumetric efficiency of the compressor is the ratio of the quantity of the refrigerant entering 

the compressor to the quantity of the refrigerant exiting the compressor. It is a function of both 

the clearance volume and the pressure ratio.  Both isentropic and volumetric efficiencies are 

expressed in percentages.  The under listed are the input and output parameters for the 

compressor model.  

 

Table 5.2: Compressor model parameters 

Input parameter Output parameter 

Suction pressure  Discharge temperature 

Suction temperature  Mass flow rate 

Discharge pressure  Power  

Swept volume  

 

The isentropic and volumetric efficiency of the compressor are expressed in equations 5.1 and 

5.2. 

 

𝜂𝑖𝑠 = −0.26 + 0.7952 (
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
) − 0.2803 (

𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
)
2

+ 0.0414 (
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
)
3

− 0.0022 (
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
)
4

       Equation 5.1 
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                    𝜂𝑣 = 0.00650755 (
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
)
2

− 0.0094066 (
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑠
) + 0.93917957                Equation 5.2  

 

Where 𝑃𝑑 , 𝑃𝑠 are discharge and suction line discharge pressure respectively. 

 

The mass flow rate and required power input by the compressor is expressed as follows; 

 

                                                                     ṁ𝑟 = ⍴1𝜂𝑣𝑉𝑠
𝑁

60
                                            Equation 5.3  

  

                                                              𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = ṁ𝑐𝑜2 ∗ (ℎ2 − ℎ1)                               Equation 5.4 

 

The enthalpy at the discharge line is expressed in equation xxx below. The discharge 

temperature is a function of this the enthalpy and the high side pressure and this is derived from 

the thermo-physical properties of the refrigerant using Rnlib, a spread sheet  

 

                                                                    ℎ2 = ℎ1 + (
ℎ2𝑠−ℎ1

𝜂𝑖𝑠
)                                       Equation 5.5  

 

𝑇2 = 𝑓(ℎ2, 𝑝2) 
 

b. Evaporator  

Two evaporators were modelled. The primary evaporator being a micro channel louvered 

exchanger is modelled as the air handling unit for space cooling. The secondary evaporator is 

modelled as the alternative heat exchanger projected to supply the low pressure side with extra 

heat. Since the cooling capacity is defined, the other parameters are highlighted in table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3: Evaporator model parameters 

Input parameters Output parameters 

Refrigerant inlet temperature  Refrigerant outlet temperature 

Refrigerant mass flow rate Air outlet temperature 

Air side cooling capacity Overall heat transfer coefficients 

Air mass flow rate  

Air inlet temperature  

Heat exchanger geometry  

 

The heat balance of both the air and glycol evaporator is expressed in equation 5.6 

                                                        𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝑄ℎ,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝑄𝑐,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝                                      Equation 5.6 

Where 𝑄ℎ,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑄𝑐,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 represents the capacity on the hot and cold side of the evaporator 

respectively.  

The heat transfer capacity of the hot and cold side of the evaporators are expressed as  

 

                                               𝑄ℎ,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = ṁ𝑠𝑒𝑐 . 𝐶𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑐(𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡)                       Equation 5.7 

 

                                              𝑄𝑐,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = ṁ𝐶𝑂2. 𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑂2(𝑇𝐶𝑂2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝐶𝑂2,𝑖𝑛)                      Equation 5.8 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient of the evaporator is derived from the U-A.LMTD relation:  

 

                                                          𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = 𝑈. 𝐴. 𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷                                   Equation 5.9 

 

                                                                          𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 =
∆𝑇2−∆𝑇1

𝐼𝑛(∆𝑇2 ∆𝑇1⁄ )
                                 Equation 5.10 

 

                                                                               𝑈 =
𝑄

𝐴.𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷
                                         Equation 5.11  

 

The heat transfer coefficient of the micro channel louvered heat exchanger is evaluated using 

the NTU-Ɛ (effectiveness method). Heat exchanger effectiveness is described as the ratio the 

actual heat transfer capacity to the maximum heat transfer capacity possible. This method takes 

into consideration the number of transfer units (NTU), the capacity ratio and effectiveness. The 

relation between effectiveness and the heat transfer capacities is shown in equation 5.12 below: 

 

                                                                                 𝑞 = Ɛ. 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥                                      Equation 5.12 

 

Where 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 is maximum heat transfer obtainable between fluids per unit time. It takes into 

consideration the difference between the inlet of the hot side and cold side, where 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 depicts 

the smallest capacity rate of the calculated capacity rates of bot the hot and cold side while 

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the larger of two rates. 

 

                                                                        𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛. (𝑡ℎ𝑖 − 𝑡𝑐𝑖)                          Equation 5.13 

 

                                                                                      𝐶ℎ = ṁℎ. 𝐶𝑝,ℎ                               Equation 5.14 

 

                                                                         𝐶𝑐 = ṁ𝑐 . 𝐶𝑝,𝑐                                   Equation 5.15  

 

                                                                          𝐶𝑟 =
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                        Equation 5.16 

 

Expressing Ɛ as a function of number of transfer units (NTU) and capacity ratio (Cr), with an 

orientation of the flow in the exchanger is counter-flow. The relation can be expressed using 

the equation 5.17.  

                                                                   Ɛ =
1−𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑁(1−𝐶𝑟)]

1−𝐶𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑁(1−𝐶𝑟)]
                                   Equation 5.17 

 

However, with change of state of fluid occurring in the evaporator, temperature of fluids is not 

considered in the calculation of the effectiveness of the heat exchanger which is expressed as:  

 

                                                              Ɛ = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑁𝑇𝑈)                               Equation 5.18 

 

                                                  Where,    𝑁𝑇𝑈 =
𝑈𝐴

𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                          Equation 5.19 

 

c. Gas cooler  

Since the primary aim of the gas cooler configuration in this study is to heat the secondary fluid 

for further application of hot water heating and clothe drying, the energy balance was 

performed as a single. The input parameters and output parameters are highlighted in table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Gas cooler model parameters 

Input parameters Output parameters 

Refrigerant inlet temperature Heat capacity of 

refrigerant 

Secondary fluid inlet temperature  Heat capacity on the 

secondary fluid side  

Refrigerant mass flow rate Secondary fluid outlet 

temperature  

Refrigerant outlet temperature  Mass flow rate of 

secondary fluid 

Secondary fluid outlet temperature   

 

Heat balance of the gas cooler is expressed as:  

                                                       𝑄𝑔𝑐 = 𝑄ℎ = 𝑄𝑐                                     Equation 5.20 

  

Heat transfer capacity for both hot side and the cold side is expressed in equations 5.21 and 

5.22.    

                                       𝑄ℎ = ṁ𝐶𝑂2𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝐶𝑂2,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝐶𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡)                              Equation 5.21  

 

                                           𝑄𝑐 = ṁ𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐,𝑖𝑛)                            Equation 5.22 

 

Due to scarce literatures on heat transfers coefficients on CO2 brazed plate heat exchangers, 

UA-LMTD method was utilized. The heat balance in both the water and glycol gas cooler are 

expressed as: 

                                                        𝑄𝑔𝑐 = 𝑈. 𝐴. 𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷                                      Equation 5.23  

 

                                                                    𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷 =
∆𝑇2−∆𝑇1

𝐼𝑛(∆𝑇2 ∆𝑇1⁄ )
                         Equation 5.24 

 

The overall heat transfer coefficient can be expressed as: 

 

                                                                   𝑈 =
𝑄

𝐴.𝐿𝑀𝑇𝐷
                                                    Equation 5.25 

 

d. Expansion valve 

The expansion valve, which is an isenthalpic process, is modelled as a function of state pressure 

and temperature. With the inlet properties of the expansion valve set by exit condition of the 

internal heat exchanger on the subcooling side and the exit properties of the valve set the inlet 

conditions of the evaporator.  

ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛 = ℎ𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑜𝑢𝑡 

ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ℎ𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑖𝑛 

ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖𝑛 = 𝑓(𝑃𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑖𝑛) 

ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

6.1 RHVAC RESULTS 

Setting the reference building conditions for the Rhvac simulation, which mainly hinges on the 

temperature and humidity profile of such location and climate. At a peak outdoor temperature 

of 32℃ and indoor temperature of 20℃, resulted in a peak cooling load of 2.73 kWh. Other 

parameters, which contributes or influences the cooling loads, are the sources of heat gains. 

For the Milan climate, the contribution of each heat gain sources is shown in Figure 6.1. 

 
Figure 6.1: Heat gain sources 

 

Heat gains through glass and people is shown to have stronger influence with 31% and 21% 

contribution respectively. The time of the day, building rotation hourly net gain with the 

direction the front door faces are also presented in Appendix 2.  

 

Although, indoor conditions are set based on personal comfort, yet it is important to understand 

how this influences systems performances. Considering fluctuations in system parameters and 

climate conditions, the variation of cooling load with outdoor temperature at different required 

indoor temperature is simulated and the results presented as shown in Figure 6.2.  
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Figure 6.2: Variation of the required cooling capacity with outdoor temperature 

 

Results shows that the cooling load for the reference unit increases with linearly with increasing 

outdoor temperature while it decreases with increasing indoor temperature. The peak cooling 

load of 2.73 kWh was achieved outdoor and indoor temperatures of 30.5℃ and 20℃ 

respectively. This decreases by about 8% with 2℃ increase in indoor temperature at same 

outdoor temperature. At it set indoor temperature of 20℃ and change in outdoor temperature 

from 29.5℃ to 30.5℃, the cooling load increases by about 3%. 

 

6.2 PACK CALCULATION PRO RESULTS  

The one stage transcritical CO2 heat pump system was selected with a Dorin CD 380H 

compressor model, which matches that for the experiment.  The cooling capacity is also set to 

match the 2.7 kW cooling load demand. The capacity is dimensioned at the cooling capacity 

with a 10℃ and a superheat of 20K. The minimum gas cooler temperature is set at a minimum 

of 30℃. The monthly   schedule from April to September is defined as the cooling season, with 

a daily operation from 8:00 to 18:00 hours. The required peak cooling was observed to be in 

the month of June.  
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 Figure 6.3: Cooling load profile for the year 

 

This corresponds to five months of cooling season with high cooling demands within the 

median three months. The daily system performance for the peak month of July is plotted in 

Figure 6.4 below; 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Cooling load profile in the peak month 

The average cooling capacity of the evaporator is 2.5 kW while the heating capacity and the 

compressor work is 3.5 kW and 0.86 kW, which corresponds to the average outdoor 

temperature of 25℃ of an outdoor temperature profile ranging between 15 to 32℃ and average 

relative humidity of up to 95%. At gas cooler pressure of 87 bar, a daily profile of the heat 
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pump operation on an hourly basis was generated as shown in Figure 6.5. At peak cooling load 

of 2.73 kW, the energy input into the compressor was 0.92 kW.  

 

 
Figure 6.5: Daily profile of the cooling load 

 

An average COPcooling of 1.79 was achieved for the cooling season. With a discharge line 

temperature of 83.7℃, COP heating of 3.8 was achieved on the high pressure side of the heat 

pump. 
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6.3 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The result of the modelled process is presented in this section. The model is used to predict the 

operation of real heat pump process. The simulation considers two evaporation temperatures 

of 5.30℃, 10℃ and gas cooler pressure ranging between 80 to 90 bar. The heat source inlet 

and outlet temperatures of 30℃ and 20℃ corresponding to 2.73 kW and temperature approach 

of 2 K between the inlet temperature of the heat sources and the refrigerant outlet temperature. 

The CO2 outlet temperature of the gas cooler was assumed to be 30℃.  

 

 
Figure 6.6: COPheating and heating capacity at air evaporator capacity of 2.73 kW  

 

At fixed air evaporator capacity of 2.73 kW and same operating conditions as the glycol 

evaporator stated above. The results shown in Figure 6.6 demonstrates the performance of the 

heat rejecting process of the heat pump. The COPheating of the heat pump decreased while 

increasing the gas cooler pressure. However, the heating capacity and cooling capacity of the 

system increases with the gas cooler pressure due to increase in the specific enthalpy of 

evaporation. The performance of the system also favors a higher evaporation temperature. At 

5℃, the COPheating is seen to decrease alongside an increasing gas cooler, however the 

COPcooling increases as the cooling capacity. The performance of the air evaporator depicts a 

declining trend in the COPcooling with increasing gas cooler pressure at same outlet 

conditions. As it, also evident from Figure 6.7 below, the system propagates better performance 

at lower evaporation temperature.  
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Figure 6.7:  Variation of the COPcooling of the air evaporator 

 

A trend similar to that of 2.73 kW air evaporator capacity is observed for the 2.73 kW air 

evaporator capacity with varying heating capacity, total cooling capacity of the evaporators as 

shown in Figure 6.8. With varying degrees of deviation, the higher capacity air evaporator 

(2.73 kW) had a better cooling performance than the lower capacity air evaporator (2.37 kW) 

did. While the lower capacity system showed a steeper slope in its COPcooling with respect to 

increasing gas cooler pressure, the higher capacity system however showed a lesser change in 

its COPcooling with respect to the change in gas cooler pressure.  

  

 
Figure 6.8: COPheating and heating capacity at air evaporator capacity of 2.37 kW 
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6.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

Experimental studies were conducted to validate theoretical analysis carried out and aims to 

represent an actual integrated operating unit. At varying air evaporator capacities within the 

range of 2.37 to 2.73 kW which represents outdoor and indoor conditions of the building, the 

air inlet and outlet temperatures of the evaporator side was set to match the building conditions. 

The results are presented in Appendix 3.  

 

Three different conditions were run for the 2.37 kW cooling load with evaporation temperature 

varying between 5 to 10℃ and the gas cooler within the range of 80-85 bar. The evaporation 

temperature has been substituted for their corresponding saturation pressure, which ranges 

between 40 to 45 bar and used for descriptive purpose. Hence, 84/45 implies a gas cooler 

pressure of 84 bar and evaporation temperature of 45 bar which represents the evaporation 

temperature of 10℃. The corresponding system performance results are evaluated as presented 

in Figure 6.9.  

 

 
Figure 6.9: Cooling and heating performance at 2.37 kW air evaporator capacity 

 

The highest COP for both the heating and cooling application was obtained at 84/45 with 

corresponding values of 3.97 and 3.67. Reducing the gas cooler pressure by 5 bar and the 

evaporation temperature by almost 50%, 80/40 operating conditions resulted in lower system 

COPs of 3.84 and 3.41 for the heating and cooling respectively. This represents a reduction of 

about 3 to 7% in respective COPs. This is to validate a previous assertion that increasing the 

evaporation temperature results in lower specific enthalpy of evaporation, while decreasing the 

gas cooler pressure results in decreasing specific enthalpy of condensation. The 80/45 condition 

however gave a different performance to that of both the 84/45 and 80/40 trend. The resulting 

COPcooling of 3.44 was higher than 80/45 condition, it however, a reduction in the 

COPheating of about 20% can be observed.  

 

Subsequently, the impact of having a higher gas cooler pressure for the same evaporation 

temperature cannot be underestimated. For the same evaporation temperature, the 80/45 

condition gave a COPcooling about 6% lesser than that of the 84/45. This shows that increasing 

the gas cooler pressure for the same evaporation temperature at constant CO2 gas cooler outlet 

temperature of 31℃ has the potentials of increasing the cooling performance of the heat pump 

by about 6%. The corresponding COPcooling from the air evaporator for space cooling are 

1.18, 1.1, 1.08 for 84/45, 80/40 and 80/45 conditions respectively. The volumetric heating 

capacity is maximum at a higher gas cooler pressure of 85 bar due to large vapor density of the 
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refrigerant while a higher volumetric cooling capacity also results from high pressure of the 

evaporator. 

 

Three different conditions were run for the 2.73 kW cooling load with evaporation temperature 

varying between 5 to 10℃ and the gas cooler within the range of 80-90 bar.  The air evaporator 

performance represents the required indoor and outdoor conditions of 20℃ and 30℃ 

respectively. The highest system performance is obtained from 90/45 operating conditions. The 

resulting heating and cooling COPs are 4.04 and 3.55 respectively. Decreasing the gas cooler 

pressure by 10 bar while keeping the evaporation temperature constant at 10℃ resulted in about 

13% and 7% decrease in COP. Other resulting system performance are highlighted in figure 

6.10.  

 

 
Figure 6.10: Cooling and heating performance at 2.73 kW air evaporator capacity 

 

At a lower evaporation temperature of 5℃ and gas cooler pressure of 85 bar, COPs of 3.81 and 

3.54 for heating and cooling respectively. This implies that its heating performance is about 

6% lesser than that of 90/45 while COPcooling remains relatively close. It however also had a 

better performance than 80/45 with COPs increasing by up to 7% for both heating and cooling. 

It can also be deduced from the result that the optimum gas cooler is between 85 and 90 bar, 

as they represent the region with the highest COPheating. The corresponding COPcooling from 

the air evaporator for space cooling are 1.37, 1.28, 1.34 for 90/45, 80/45 and 85/40 operating 

conditions respectively.  

 

Comparing the performance of similar operating conditions for different cooling capacity is 

discussed as follows. At an air evaporator capacity of 2.73 kW, the 80/45 condition showed a 

better heating performance with about 15% to that of the 2.73 kW air evaporator capacity. 

While the 2.37 kW air evaporator capacity has a better, cooling performance than its 

counterpart does by about 5%. 

 

Evaluating the Carnot COPs and Carnot efficiencies for the space cooling operation of the 

experiment, the results are highlighted in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: Calculated Carnot efficiency 

 
 

The system efficiency compares the actual COP to the real COP of the system. It describes 

how close the performance of the system is to an ideal situation. It describes how much power 

is required for the real process to operate in an ideal situation. 

 

 
Figure 6.11: Relative comparison of simulated results to experimental results 

 

Some results of the simulation was compared and expressed in terms of its relativity to the 

experimental results, the outcome of which is plotted in figure 6.11 above. The deviation of the 

experimental results from the simulation results for the COP of the air evaporator at capacity 

of 2.73 kW ranges from 0.01 up to 0.15. The COPheating of the experiment relative to those 

of the simulation ranges had up to 0.3. The heating capacity of experiment was up to 0.12 

relative to the simulated results. The experiment demonstrated better performance than the 

simulation. The predicted values from the simulation was within a maximum value of 0.25 

relative to the experimental results. The largest deviation as can be seen from figure xxx above 

to occur at gas cooler pressure of 80 bar and evaporation temperature of 10℃. 

 

6.4.1 Space cooling performance rating 

The performance of the system with respect to the evaporator capacity is evaluated with 

varying operating conditions. At a reference cooling capacity of the air evaporator at 2.37 kW 

to meet the indoor and outdoor condition of 22℃ and 28℃. Since these conditions were not 

Cooling 

capacity

(kW) (%)

Operating 

condition 

84/45 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,18 2,40 %

80/40 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,11 2,26 %

80/45 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,08 2,20 %

90/45 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,37 4,67 %

80/45 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,28 4,37 %

85/40 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,34 4,57 %

                           

(℃) (℃)
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run in actual room set up, EER and SEER used for the comparative analysis are considered 

instantaneous and only apply for a single operating condition. At evaporation temperature of 

10℃ and gas cooler pressure 84 bar, an EER value of 4.04. Decreasing the gas cooler pressure 

to 80 bar at same evaporation temperature, an EER value of 3.69. Subsequently the SEER 

decreases from 4.61 to 4.22. The decrease by 5 bar in the gas cooler resulted in about 9% 

decreases in the values of the EER and SEER. At lower evaporation temperature of 5.30℃ and 

gas cooler pressure of 80 bar resulted in EER and SEER values of 3.8 and 4.34 respectively. 

This is depicts an increase of about 3%. This clearly shows the energy efficiency of the heat 

pump for space cooling purpose is highly dependent on the COPcooling.  

 

Comparing the performance of the experimental integrated CO2 heat pump to that of a single 

transcritical space cooling simulated at peak load using Pack calculation pro, it is observed that 

higher SEER and EER values were obtained. From the simulation, for a 2.73kw cooling load 

with corresponding operating conditions of gas cooler pressure of 87 bar and evaporation 

temperature of 10℃, EER and SEER values of 10.11 and 11.7 are obtainable. The SEER is 

within the quoted values for SEER rating. The reason between the disparity between the results 

of the simulation and experiment is that the compressor work input value in the experiment 

does not account only for the mass flow rate of CO2 through the air evaporator.  By 

proportionally calculating the mass flow rate through the glycol and air evaporator, the 

corresponding compressor work input can be re-evaluated. The EER and SEER value for the 

space cooling is corrected to 12.6 and 14.5 respectively at evaporating temperature of 10℃.  

 

6.4.2 Heat exchanger performance  

The overall heat transfer coefficient (U) of some of the heat transfer components are calculated 

using the equations xxx highlighted in section xxx. The U-value of water gas cooler with 

complete instrumentations for the 2.73 kW air evaporator experiment is enumerated and 

represented in Figure 6.12 below:   

 

 
Figure 6.12: Overall heat transfer coefficients of experimental results  
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6.5 DRYING 

The performance of the R744 is evaluated using the SMER and SEC and comparison with 

alternative refrigerants likewise was made. These parameters, SMER and SEC has been 

discussed in previous section. With specified reference values for the primary properties, other 

properties of the drying air is extracted for the air heating and moisture absorption process as 

shown in Table 5.2. The R744 driven heat pump dryer has demonstrated to be an effective 

system, which removes more moisture at low energy consumption. Its operation results in a 

dryer’s efficiency of about 66% with potentials of removing about 3.14 kg/kWh while requiring 

low energy consumption of about 0.292 kWh/kg. 

Table 6.3: Parameters for the drying process 

Drying Air conditions            

T(air1) 20 R.H(air1) 0.90 H(air1) 55.66 X(air1) 0.015 

T(air2) 60 R.H(air2) 0.11 H(air2) 96.94 X(air2) 0.015 

T(air3) 35 R.H(air3) 0.55 H(air3) 89 X(air3) 0.021 

 

Given the same conditions, the R744 cycle has the highest SMER of 3.42 kg/kWh, which is 

about 28% and 45% better performance when compared to R410a and R134a cycle. This 

implies that the R744 heat pump removes more moisture from the fabric for the same amount 

of energy input than R410a and R134a as shown in Figure 6.13.  Even though the R744 has the 

lowest (ṁ𝑎 ṁ𝑟⁄ ) value and lowest specific enthalpy of condensation it however has the lowest 

specific enthalpy of compression which depicts lesser energy consumption.  

 

 
Figure 6.13: Comparison with alternative refrigerants for drying 

 

Subsequently, the R744 system has the lowest SEC of 0.29 kWh/kg compared to R134a, which 

has a value of about 45% more. This implies that R744 requires lesser energy input into the 

system for the removal of moisture in the drying chamber. The R410a system also had a  SEC 

value about 28% more than the R744 system which means it consumes 0.37 kWh energy per 1 

kg of moisture removed from the cloth. 
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6.6 DISCUSSIONS 

The influence of some of the parameters of the heat pumps on its performance is examined. 

The performance of alternative refrigerants in comparison to R744 is also discussed.  The 

operation of drying process under varying condition, utilization of alternative fluids and system 

performance was also reviewed.  

 

6.6.1 Influence of solar collector on heat pump performance 

The influence of the solar collector on the performance of the heat pump system is analyzed. 

The solar collector can be used as either as a heat source for the evaporator, for preheating 

water for hot water production on the heat rejection side of the heat pump or both. Due to the 

available resources, the possible configuration was to use it as heat source of the evaporator. 

irrespective of the method of application, it enhances the potential heating capacity of the heat 

pump system.   

Comparing the performance of the pack pro simulation with the same air evaporator capacity, 

the heating capacity of up to 4 kW was achievable. Integrating the solar collector as an extra 

heat source to serve as the secondary evaporator increases the heating capacity potentials of 

the system to twice the capacity of when a single evaporator is used. The secondary evaporator 

also has the possibility of operating as a refrigeration. This way, the applicability of the heat 

pump is further expanded beyond its current scope of application and the energy efficiency of 

the system is further enhanced. 

 

6.6.2 Impact of outlet temperature of gas cooler 

The impact of the temperature of the refrigerant at the outlet of the gas cooler is examined. For 

an air evaporator capacity of 2.73 kW, two gas cooler outlet temperatures (30℃, 35℃) are 

considered. As shown in Figure 6.14, the heat pump had better performance at the lower outlet 

temperature. A high deviation up to 0.3 in COPheating at 30℃ relative to 35℃ was predicted 

for a gas cooler pressure of 80 bar at an evaporation temperature of 10℃. This deviation 

decreases by about 67% when the gas cooler was increased to 90 bar. The heating capacity of 

the gas cooler also follows similar trend at relatively close deviation values. This seemingly 

will be the case for the cooling performance of the heat pump system. The overall performance 

of the heat pump system can also be observed to decrease at an evaporation temperature of 5℃. 

 

 
Figure 6.14: relative performance of the heat pump at different gas cooler exit temperatures 
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6.6.3 Comparison of CO2 cycle to alternative refrigerants 

The performance of the CO2 cycle, which shall hitherto be referred to as R744 heat pump unit, 

was compared with systems using alternative refrigerants like R134a and R410a. The same 

temperature state points were considered for this comparison at fixed evaporator capacity of 

2.37 kW. The operating pressures were adjusted accordingly for the alternative refrigerants.  

At varying operating conditions, the corresponding COPs for cooling and heating are presented 

in Figure 6.15 and 6.16 below. 

 

 
Figure 6.15: Comparison of heating performance with alternative refrigerants 

 

At evaporation temperature of 10℃ and high side pressure of 84 bar, R410 turned out to have 

the highest COP of 4.44, which is 11% and 13.8% better than that of R744 and R134a 

respectively. The same trend is observed at evaporation temperature of 5.30℃ and high side 

pressure of 80 bar. This is due to large specific enthalpy of condensation value for the R410a 

at the same discharge temperature and this translates into lesser mass flow rate and compressor 

power requirement subsequently. However, same is not obtainable for R134a.  At an 

evaporation temperature of 10℃ and high side pressure of 80 bar, R744 performed badly 

against the two other refrigerants. This is due to low increase in the heating capacity relative to 

the increase in the compressor power input which is the other way round for R410a and R134a. 

An increase in evaporation temperature at same pressure leads to increase in the compressor 

power requirement. The performance of R410a can be attributed to its low molar mass and 

high vapor density and this translates into a high volumetric heating capacity. Even though 

R744 has a much lower molar mass, however its low vapor density compared to that of R410a, 

which results in a relatively lower volumetric heating capacity. 

 

Comparing their performance on the evaporator side, both R744 and R410a showed similar 

cooling COP values while R134a showed a lower value at evaporation temperature of 10℃ and 

high side pressure of 84 bar as shown in Figure xxx. At lower evaporation of 5.30℃ and 

pressure of 80 bar, R744 cycle had a cooling COP about 3% and 22% more than that of R410a 

and R134a respectively and this is due to higher specific enthalpy of evaporation in R744 cycle 

compared to others. However, at evaporation temperature of 10℃ and a lower high side 

pressure, R744 exhibited a slight increase in cooling COP compared to the previous operating 

condition. This resulted in R410a having a higher cooling COP while R134a also experienced 
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some increase in COP. This reduction can be attributed to the decrease in the specific enthalpy 

of evaporation with increasing evaporation temperature in trans-critical R744 cycle. 

 

 
Figure 6.16: Comparison of heating performance with alternative refrigerants 

 

Comparing the energy efficiency performance of the air evaporator for space cooling using the 

alternative refrigerants, R744 system had a high performance at an evaporation temperature of 

10℃ and gas cooler pressure of 84 bar. Although the R410a system has similar EER and SEC 

values of 12.6 and 14.5, same as that of the R744 system. However, the R134a system had low 

estimated EER and SEER values of 10.6 and 12.2 respectively. This is because of low 

COPcooling on the air evaporator side attributed to the relatively high compressor work input 

required. At cooling capacity of 2.73 kW, the heat pump systems has the potential for even 

higher EER and SEER ratings of about 13 and 15 respectively. 

 

6.6.4 Lorentz efficiency 
In a practical CO2 heat pump, heat rejection and absorption occurs at gliding temperatures, 

hence it becomes appropriate to describe the performance of the system using Lorentz COP 

and efficiency as defined in section xxx. The corresponding Lorentz COP for both the heat 

rejection and absorption of some experimental results are evaluated as presented in Table 6.4. 

 

Table 6.4: Calculated Lorentz COPs and efficiency 

 Cooling Capacity [kW] 

 2.73 2.37 

   

Temperature (T1) 28.75℃ 30.05℃ 

Temperature (T2) 92.1℃ 86℃ 

Temperature (T3) 31℃ 31℃ 

Temperature (T4) 9.99℃ 9.99℃ 

Lorentz COPcooling 7.08 7.75 

Actual COPcooling 3.55 3.67 

Lorentz efficiency (cooling) 0.5 0.47 

   

Lorentz COPheating 8.07 8.75 

Actual COPheating 4.04 3.97 

Lorentz efficiency (heating) 0.5 0.45 
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6.6.5 Impact of air outlet temperature and relative humidity on dryer performance and 

efficiency  

The performance of drying process of the heat pump can be influenced by the major system 

variables, which are temperature and relative humidity. The degree of influence will also be 

evaluated accordingly.  

 

6.6.5.1 Effect of air temperature at dryer exit 

The performance of a drying system can be impacted both positively and negatively by the 

temperature of the moist air exiting the drying chamber. This effect is considered for three exit 

temperatures, 30℃, 35℃ and 40℃ at fixed exit air relative humidity of 55%. These exit 

temperatures are hitherto labelled as System A, B and C respectively. 

 

 
Figure 6.17: Variation of dryer exit temperature at fixed relative humidity 

 

As shown in figure 6.17 above, System C has the highest SMER at 6.01 kg/kWh, which is 

about 47% and 88% higher than the Systems B and C respectively. It also has the lowest SEC 

accordingly thereby presenting the best system operation. The high performance attributed to 

System C is due to a very high enthalpy and relatively high moisture content at the exit 

conditions. Since its desirable to have high performance system, high exit temperature of the 

moist air will be most preferred.    

 

6.6.5.2 Effect of relative humidity at the outlet of the dryer 

Another parameter that influences the performance of the drying process is the relative 

humidity of the moist air at the exit of the dryer. At a fixed exit temperature of 35℃ and relative 

humidity values of 45%, 55% and 80% are labelled as systems A, B and C representing the 

various operating conditions.  
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Figure 6.18: Variation of dryer exit humidity at fixed exit temperature 

 

Figure 6.18 presents the performance of the different system are discussed as follows. The 

system C with the highest relative humidity gave the highest SMER and lowest SEC values of 

7.36 kg/kWh and 0.14 kWh/kg, depicting a very effective performance which is  57% and 93%  

relative to systems B and A respectively. The results further implies that the influence of the 

relative humidity of exit air is as important as its exit temperature.  

 

6.6.6 Integration of the dryer with the air evaporator  

Integration of the dryer with the air evaporator is considered for a more compact and flexible 

design. The air at the exit of the drying chamber is utilized as the heat source for the air 

evaporator for space cooling. Considering the same operating demands and conditions 

highlighted in section 6.5, the exit air conditions for the dryer was adjusted to match the inlet 

conditions of the air evaporator. The exit temperature of the dryer without integration at 35℃ 

is adjusted to 28℃, which is the inlet temperature of the air inflow into the evaporator and an 

inlet temperature of 22℃ into the heat exchanger for heating. However, a constraint of relative 

humidity of maximum 60% is set for indoor comfort purpose. 

 

The corresponding integrated system results in SMER and SEC values of 1.74 kg/kWh and 

0.58 kWh/kg respectively which depicts a system performance 49% less effective than when 

integration is not considered. Henceforth for cooling load of 2.37 kW, a simultaneous operation 

of the heat pump system for both space cooling and drying without integration is the most 

preferred by performance.  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

As shown in both the simulations and experimental results, there potentials of better heat pump 

performance with integrating of solar energy. The heating capacity of the system will increase 

with no negative impact on the overall performance of the heat pump. With the increase in the 

heating capacity, the range of application can widened to cover simultaneous water heating and 

drying purposes. Supplementary-cooling load can be generated from the solar collector for 

refrigeration purposes.  

Integrating the exit flow of the dryer, as heat source for air evaporator will further increase the 

overall energy efficiency of integrated system. Although this was not possible at a low air 

evaporator capacity of 2.37 kW, its applicability at a higher capacity of 2.73 kW was 

established. 

The CO2 heat pump featured well among alternative refrigerants, with R410a having a 

relatively performance value to that of CO2, R134a performed lesser. 

For this study, only the series connection of the evaporators was considered, further studies 

should be carried out on alternative connections. The solar collector (glycol evaporator) was 

only integrated with the low pressure even though it has potential of improving the system even 

better when integrated with high pressure side. Experimental investigation should be carried 

out to justify this assumption.  

The theoretical analysis of the dryer integration with the heat pump cycle looks quite 

promising. Implementation of a real solar collector should also be considered, to predict the 

efficiency of solar collectors and their impact on the overall performance. A complete test rig 

illustrated as figure 3.14 in section 3.6.2 should considered for construction. This will be a big 

step in the right direction in the research and development of prospective domestic solar 

assisted CO2 integrated heat pumps. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Abbreviations 

 

CO2                                  Carbon dioxide 

HFC                                  Hydrofluorocarbon 

R744                                 Carbon dioxide 

ODP                                  ozone depletion potential 

GWP                                 global warming potentials 

COP                                  coefficient of performance 

IHE                                    intermediate heat exchanger 

SMER                               Specific moisture content 

SEC                                   Specific energy consumption 

SEER                                 Seasonal energy efficiency  

 

 

Symbols 

 

ℎ                                            Specific enthalpy (kJ kg-1)  

�̇�                                           Mass flow rate (kg s-1)  

𝑠                                             Specific entropy (kJ kg-1 K-1)  

𝑇                                            Temperature (°C)  

𝑣                                             Velocity (m s-1)  

�̇�                                             Volumetric flow rate (m3 s-1)  

𝑤                                            Specific compression work (kJ kg-1)  

�̇�                                            Power (kW)  

Δ𝑃                                           pressure drop (kPa)  

Δ𝑇                                          Temperature difference (K)  

𝜂                                             Component efficiency (-)  

Π𝑠                                                           suction pressure ratio (-)  

𝜌                                             Density (kg m-3)  

Φ𝑚                                                         mass entrainment ratio (-) 

 

Subscripts 

in                                    inlet 

out                                 outlet 

is                                   isentropic 

evap                              evaporator 

comp                            compressor 

sep                                separator 

liq                                  liquid 

sat                                  saturation 
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Appendix 1. Tapping Profile of Hot water  
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Source: Working Document on a Draft COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 

No […]/[...] of [...] supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of 

the Council with regard to energy labelling of water heaters, hot water storage tanks and 

packages of water heater and solar-only system. Given date: February 2nd 2012. 
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Appendix 2. RHVAC simulation result 
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Appendix 3: TEST RESULTS  

SET CONDITIONS Unit Value 
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Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.37 

Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 28.12 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 22.03 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.4 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 28.01 

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 10 

High side pressure Bar 85 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 27.69 

Evaporator superheat K 17.70 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0,0138 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 26.91 

Evaporator superheat K 16.92 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.293 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 26.21 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 30.05 

Superheat K 3.84 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.432 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 45 

Discharge line pressure bar 84 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 30.05 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 92.90 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 85.97 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0432 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 85 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 85.97 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 44.01 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 39.80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 31,23 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 12 

 

Test No: 2 

  

SET CONDITIONS Unit  Value 

Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.37 
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Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 27.93 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 22.22 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.416 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 28 

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 5.31 

High side pressure Bar 80 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 5.37 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 26.16 

Evaporator superheat K 20.79 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.135 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 5.37 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 26.97 

Evaporator superheat K 21.6 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.277 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 25.89 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 27.97 

Superheat K 2.08 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.412 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 40 

Discharge line pressure bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 27.97 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 97.70 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 90.37 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.412 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 90.37 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 37.94 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 35.88 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 30.50 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 11.88 

 

 

  

Test No: 3   

SET CONDITIONS Unit  Value 

Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.37 
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Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 28.78 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 22.14 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.36 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 27.9 

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 10.05 

High side pressure Bar 80 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 10.05 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 21.8 

Evaporator superheat K 11.75 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.015 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 10.05 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 25.03 

Evaporator superheat K 14.97 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0317 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 23.44 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 28.90 

Superheat K 5.46 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0467 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 45 

Discharge line pressure bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 28.9 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 89.5 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 83.7 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0467 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 83.7 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 38.45 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 34.43 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 31.2 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 12 

 

 

  

Test No: 4   

SET CONDITIONS Unit  Value 

Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.75 
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Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 30 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 20.1 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.27 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 30 

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 9.99 

High side pressure Bar 90 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 29.63 

Evaporator superheat K 19.64 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0153 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 21.39 

Evaporator superheat K 11.4 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0263 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 26.3 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 28.75 

Superheat K 2.45 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0417 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 45 

Discharge line pressure bar 90 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 28.75 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 96.23 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 92.07 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0417 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 90 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 92.07 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 42.83 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 40.48 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 31.03 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 12 

   

 

Test No: 5   

SET CONDITIONS Unit  Value 
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Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.77 

Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 30 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 20 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.28 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 22.22  

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 9.99 

High side pressure Bar 80 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 29.01 

Evaporator superheat K 19.02 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.016 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 9.99 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 12.22 

Evaporator superheat K 2.23 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.032 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 17 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 21.88 

Superheat K 4.88 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0475 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 45 

Discharge line pressure bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 21.88 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 82.06 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 75.88 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0475 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 80 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 75.88 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 41.85 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 36.85 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 30.43 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 12 

   

   

Test No: 6   

SET CONDITIONS Unit  Value 
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Air Evaporator Capacity  kW 2.73 

Air temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 20.09 

Air evaporator, outlet of evaporator ℃ 30.1 

Air flow rate Kg/s 0.273 

Glycol temperature, inlet of evaporator ℃ 22 

Evaporating temperature  ℃ 5.30 

High side pressure Bar 85 

   

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE   

Air Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 5.30 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 28.79 

Evaporator superheat K 23.49 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.015 

   

Glycol Evaporator   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 5.3 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 16.56 

Evaporator superheat K 11.26 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.027 

   

Suction heat exchanger   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 18.27 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 25.01 

Superheat K 6,74 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0423 

   

Compressor   

Suction pressure  bar 40 

Discharge line pressure bar 85 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 25.01 

CO2 outlet temperature  ℃ 95.12 

CO2 temperature outlet of  oil separator ℃ 87.87 

Mass flow rate of the CO2 Kg/s 0.0423 

   

Glycol gas cooler   

High side Pressure  bar 85 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 87.87 

CO2 outlet temperature ℃ 45.20 

   

Water Gas cooler   

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 40.4 

CO2 inlet temperature ℃ 30.2 

Water inlet temperature ℃ 12 
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𝐂𝐎𝟐 Solar Assisted Heat Pump System for Water heating, Drying and Cooling  

Oluwafemi Nana 

ABSTRACT 

Improvising the solar collector with a glycol evaporator, additional heat was absorbed into the system, 

thereby increasing the heating capacity of the heat pump. The cooling load reference for the air evaporator 

ranges from 2.37 to 2.73 kW. A single transcritical heat pump was simulated in Pack calculation to predict 

the behavior of the system with only the air evaporator. Depending on the amount of heat supplied from 

glycol, a heat increase of twice the it’s initial capacity was recorded.  

The system parameters were varied to predict their influence on system performance. At 2.37 kW 

cooling load, the highest COP of 3.97 and 3.67 for heating and cooling at an evaporation temperature of 

10℃ with a high side pressure of 84 bar. At a cooling load of 2.73 kW, the highest obtainable COP for 

heating and Cooling were 4.04 and 3.55 respectively at an evaporation temperature of 10℃ and high side 

pressure of 90 bar. The seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) rating of the air evaporator was also 

performed. The performance of the system for drying applications was also carried out with a potential 

drying efficiency of 66% calculated. It was further discovered that integrating the dryer with the air 

evaporator at 2.73 kW cooling capacity, the drying efficiency increased to about 75%. 

  

Keywords – CO2 solar assisted heat pumps, solar 

collector, drying, space cooling, and performance 

indicators.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

CO2 heat pumps have been highlighted as the 

solution for present and future heat pump and 

refrigeration challenges associated with other heat 

pump systems. With emphasis on a greener world, 

which has led to the re-emergence of natural working 

fluids, previous studies has shown CO2 heat pump 

systems to possess better system performance, safety, 

availability and with huge potentials. One of such 

potentials is the recovery and utilization of waste 

heat/energy in a heat pump systems with aim of 

improving system efficiency while also proving to be 

a useful application. The integrated systems typically 

consist of two or more different process cycles. The 

integration is such that it which comprises of a 

primary refrigeration cycle and another cycle which 

can be used for secondary applications. The 

secondary application can either be in a single, dual 

or multiple mode. 

During the CO2 heat pump process, a lot of 

heat accompanies the compression of the working 

fluid. This heat is removed from during gas cooling 

or condensation and is considered a waste. This 

waste heat can be harnessed. When harnessed, this 

recovered heat is put into useful work such as space 

heating, hot water heating, drying and other 

applications. This supplement the primary work 

being done and hence better energy efficiency of 

system is achieved. This will not only enhance the 

system performance, but also will lead to decrease in 

total energy demand, which hitherto has been 

supplemented by the successful conversion of the 

waste heat. 

Previous studies have shown the potentials of 

reducing energy demand. One of such secondary 

processes that employs heat pumps for alternative 

applications is drying. Sequel to the use of heat pump 

systems, different drying processes such as sun 

drying, direct resistance heaters e.t.c. These 

applications have shown to either not to be so 

effective or costly. The sun drying process is highly 

dependent on the amount of solar radiation available, 

time of the day, location. Since this not equally 

distributed, it raises the question of efficiency. The 

direct resistance on the other is an energy intensive 

process and it is also costly.  Bantle et. al (2016), 

reported a 70% reduction in energy demand from the 

simulation of a CO2 heat pump system for drying 

applications. Ceylan et. al ( 2006), conducted an 

energy and exergy analysis timber dryer assisted heat 

pump. The study reported the potency of drying 

integrated heat pump, as initial moisture content of 

the poplar and pine timbers with 1.28 kg water/kg 

dry matter and 0.6 kg water/kg dry matter 

respectively was reduced to 0.15 kg water/kg. 

KloÈcker et. al (2001) designed a drying heat pump 

with a 12kw capacity and experimentally recorded 

65% energy savings compared to Passat type 132E 

direct heating mode. Sarkar et. al. (2006), modelled 

a transcritical CO2 heat pump dryer and validated 

with experimental results while also establishing the 

important operating parameters such as dryer 
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efficiency, recirculation air ratio, air mass flowrate 

and ambient temperature. KloÈcker et. al (2002),  

established a relationship that showed that the energy 

saving potential increases with the Carnot efficiency 

of heat pump dryer.  

Lorentzen 1994, introduced a novel approach 

of hot tap water heating. He proposed a transcritical 

Co2 process simultaneous refrigeration and hot tap 

water production. This employs the sensible cooling 

for gas cooling and simultaneously hot water heating.  

Neskå et al. (1998),  proposed that the application of 

CO2 heat pump systems can reduce primary energy 

consumption with more than 75% compared to 

electrical heating. Stene 2007, highlighted the 

potential of CO2 heat pump systems for domestic hot 

water sighting the annual heating demand for 

domestic hot water (DHW) typically constitutes 50 

to 85% of the total annual heating demand in the 

residence. Combining space cooling with water 

heating is a technology that most adaptable to 

geographical regions where the annual cooling load 

is large. For such regions, having a system that 

primarily cools residential building and also 

provides or supplement the hot water demand by 

residence is important. Heat pumps system that 

achieves this by using the heat rejected to provide 

this secondary application. Not only does it helps 

cuts energy cost but more importantly, it aids energy 

conservation and enhances better energy efficiency 

of the system. 

 

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

Transcritical cycle 

Lorentzen introduced the application of CO2 

for air conditioning, which was utilized car.  The 

lorentzen cycle has some distinct components from 

the conventional cycle, which include the 

positioning of the receiver after the evaporator and 

the introduction of intermediate heat exchanger for 

superheating and sub-cooling.  

The positioning of the receiver enables the 

sufficient supply of CO2 while also mitigating 

against the flooding of the compressor, which could 

result in liquid slugging by retaining the liquid 

fraction of the refrigerant at the exit of the evaporator. 

It also helps to moderate refrigerant supply 

depending on the variations in the system’s capacity 

or operations. The intermediate heat exchanger is 

able to sub-cool the refrigerant at gas cooler and 

reduce the large expansion loss associated with CO2 

systems. The superheating at the suction line of the 

compressor ensures complete vaporization of the 

refrigerant. Sub-cooling and superheating increases 

the cooling capacity. During sub-cooling, the state of 

the refrigerant is shifted from point b to c as seen on 

the p-h diagram in Figure 3.3. The liquid fraction of 

the refrigerant also increases at the evaporator inlet 

which enhances better evaporator performance. On 

this superheating side, this is achieved by shifting the 

state of the refrigerant, which is saturated or flooded 

at point e to superheated state f. Even though 

superheating decreases the density of the refrigerant 

and could influence the cooling effect negatively, it 

is however increases the discharge temperature of 

the compressor. The higher the discharge 

temperature of the refrigerant, the higher the 

potentials of matching it with high hot water return 

temperatures demand. The enthalpy difference 

between the evaporator outlet to compressor suction 

is equal to the amount of enthalpy difference for sub-

cooling in the internal heat exchanger.   

In a transcritical cycle, an evaporator still 

serves the heat absorption function, but heat 

rejection occurs through sensible cooling in gas 

cooler and not through condensation at high pressure 

within the supercritical region. The pressure ratio is 

higher in transcritical cycle compared to subcritical 

cycle and this is due to its high pressure and is often 

accompanied with large expansion loss. The 

superheated vapor is compressed to deliver high 

temperature. Energy consumption in transcritical 

systems is relatively low in cold climates or season, 

while efficiency is reduced in hot climates or season. 

The distinctions between the processes in 

transcritical Lorentz cycle and conventional cycles 

are highlighted in Table 2.1 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Lorentz cycle to a 

conventional heat pump cycle 

Lorentz cycle Conventional  

Irreversible non-adiabatic 

compression 

Isentropic compression 

Non-isobaric, non-

isothermal heat rejection 

Isobaric heat rejection 

Non isenthalpic expansion  Isenthalpic expansion 

Non-isobaric, non-

isothermal heat absorption 

Isobaric heat absorption 

 

For a transcritical process, while heat 

absorption takes place at constant evaporation 

temperature, the heat rejection takes place at gliding 

temperature. Hence, the performance of the cycle is 
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better defined by Lorentz coefficient of performance 

(COPlorentz) as proposed by Neskå. It expressed 

using the state points as shown below: 

   𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧,ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑇2−𝑇3

(𝑇2−𝑇3)−(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)
      Eq 2.1  

 

    𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧,𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)

(𝑇2−𝑇3)−(𝑇0)∗𝐼𝑛(𝑇2/𝑇3)
      Eq 2.2 

Where,  

          𝑇0 = (
𝑇1−𝑇4

𝐼𝑛(𝑇1 𝑇4⁄ )
)                               Eq 2.3 

 

    𝜂𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧 =
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑧
                             Eq 2.4 

 

Air drying cycle  

The air-drying cycle is different cycle from the 

heat pump cycle. Even though integrated to be 

known as heat pump dryer, unlike the conventional 

heat pump cycle, it takes into consideration the 

humidity alongside the temperature. Air-drying 

process for clothe typically operates at standard 

atmospheric pressure which is relatively constant 

throughout the process. The air-drying cycle under 

review utilizes a closed loop circulation. Even 

though the air circulation and heat absorption is 

similar for both CO2 and HFCs heat pumps, however 

its performance is influenced by that of the heat 

pump cycle. The air-drying cycle is often 

represented in psychometric and mollier diagrams, 

shown in Figure 2.1 below. 

 
Figure 2.1: A h-x diagram of the drying process 

((Klocker et al, 2000) 

 

There are three main processes involved in the air 

drying cycle namely; 

 Process 1-2 : heating of the air in condenser 

or gas cooler, as it the case for CO2 heat 

pumps 

 Process 2-3: adiabatic humidification of the 

drying air by cloth moisture in the drying 

chamber 

 Process 3-1: dehumidification and 

condensation of absorbed moisture from the 

drying air.  

 

Performance Indicators 

Coefficient of performance of a heat pump is a 

parameter that indicates the efficiency of a heat 

pump. It evaluates the amount power required to 

generate the cooling/heating capacity from the 

system.  It is the basics for most comparisons of 

different heat pump’s performance. The COPcooling 

is the ratio of the cooling effect generated by the 

evaporator to the amount of power input from the 

compressor while the COPheating is the ratio of the 

useful heat generated from the gas cooler to the 

compressor power input. It is expressed as follows: 

 

         𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
                       Eq 2.5 

 

                 𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑄𝑔𝑐

𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
                     Eq 2.6 

To determine the energy efficiency of a space-

cooling heat pump, a terminology known as 

Seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) is defined. 

SEER is the ratio of the total cooling load provided 

by the heat pump in a cooling season to the total 

energy input within the same season. A high SEER 

depicts a high efficiency. The instantaneous energy 

efficiency of the system can also be established by 

energy efficiency ratio (EER) which is defined as 

the ratio cooling capacity of the system to the energy 

input into the system. While SEER covers different 

temperature ranges, EER covers an individual 

indoor and outdoor temperature. SEER and EER 

can be related to the COP of a system using the 

following equations 2.7 and 2.8. 

                   𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑅 =
𝐸𝐸𝑅

0.87
                                   Eq 2.8 

 

          𝐸𝐸𝑅 = 3.413 × 𝐶𝑂𝑃                    Eq 2.9 

 

3. SYSTEM DESIGN  
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The system design for the Solar assisted integrated 

CO2 heat pumps first considered the alternative 

integration of the solar insolation to a heat pump 

system.  Different ways by which this can be 

achieved includes solar energy as power source, 

energy source for heat pump evaporator, and heat 

source for water heating.  

 

FIGURE 3.1: SOLAR COLLECTOR INTEGRATION 

The solar could be integrated on the high pressure 

side of the heat pump to directly supplement the 

heating capacity of the gas cooler or integrated on 

the low pressure side as a secondary evaporator to 

increase the heating capacity of the gas cooler. Based 

on available resources, the preferred design option 

was to integrate the solar collector with the low 

pressure side of the heat pump. This way, water 

heating, space cooling and drying applications can 

be achieved.  

There are different possible configurations to 

achieve this, either through parallel or series 

connection to the air evaporator. However, the series 

configuration is considered for this study. Due to the 

fact that, the operation of each evaporator can be 

controlled individually and it’s not dependent on one 

another. 

4. TEST FACILITY 

The experimental facility used for this study 

was a previously constructed test rig for ejector 

experiments. The rig was modified to meet the 

configuration options discussed previous section. 

The ejectors were replaced with two expansion 

valves, one needle valve and a pneumatic valve. The 

pneumatic valve was not easy to control so it was set 

on the PID to operate at pressure above the operating 

high side pressure and this makes it in active. The 

rest of the components were kept as they are and a 

simplified process flow is presented in Figure 4.1.  

 

 
The rig consist of five loops: the main 

refrigerant closed loop, the glycol loop evaporator, 

closed air loop, open water gas cooler flow and 

glycol gas cooler loop. The serial connection of the 

gas coolers enables for easy control of the gas cooler 

outlet temperature. The evaporators (air and glycol) 

was connected in parallel to stimulate the ambient 

conditions and the capacities of the evaporator.  

 

The test rig consist of the following primary 

components; 

 Semi hermetic reciprocating compressor  

 Brazed plate heat exchangers 

o Glycol gas cooler 

o Water gas cooler  

o Glycol evaporator 

 Micro channel louvered air evaporator  

 Intermediate heat exchanger  

 Throttling valves  

 Low pressure receiver  

 Electric heaters 

 Fans  

 Safety valves  

 

Compressor Unit. 

The compressor utilized for this experimental 

process is a dorin CD 380H model of CD200 semi 

hermetic compressor series. It has a heating capacity 

of 11kW at evaporation temperature of 10℃, gas 
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cooler out temperature of 35℃ at gas cooler pressure 

of 90 bar.  The specifications of the compressor are 

given in the table below; 

Table 4.1: Compressor specifications 

Number of Cylinders 2  

Bore  28 Mm 

Stroke 28 Mm 

Displacement @50 Hz 3,00  

Displacement @ 60 Hz 3,60  

Suction valve (socket 

welding) 

10  

Suction valve (butt 

welding ) 

14  

Discharge valve (socket 

welding) 

10  

Discharge valve (butt 

welding ) 

14  

Oil charge  1,3  

Net weight  77  

 

 

Gas cooler (Brazed Plate Heat exchangers)  

       Three of the heat exchangers used in this setup 

are from Kaori, manufacturer of brazed plate heat 

exchangers. Their specialized K040C series CO2 

heat exchanger is a perfect fit for this experimental 

setup, both as gas cooler and evaporator. The K040C 

series which is characterized by 60-70% lower 

pressure drop and 10% better heat capacity than 

multiple tube heat exchangers, is about 1/3rd the 

space and weight of multiple tubes heat exchangers. 

A sample of the Kaori brazed plate heat exchanger is 

shown in Figure 4.2 below: 

 

 
Figure 4.2 gas cooler 

 

Evaporators 

The evaporators were connected in parallel, this to 

allow for variation of refrigeration load. For this 

experiment, the glycol evaporator represents the 

solar collector. The heat that is sourced from the 

glycol evaporator represents the useful heat the solar 

evaporator contributes to the system. The rest of the 

heat is from the air source evaporator. The amount 

of heat contributed through the air source evaporator 

is determined by the required cooling capacity for 

the air conditioning. In a multiple evaporator system, 

individual evaporators are better controlled with 

fluctuations in loads. With a parallel configuration, 

the low side pressure is maintained and it is easier to 

control individual evaporators unlike series 

configuration there is alternation of the pressure 

level and the evaporating temperature likewise.  The 

air evaporator used in this experimental campaign is 

a micro channel louvered heat exchanger 

 

Test Matrix 

The test matrix for the experimental campaign 

are basically constituted around the pressure and 

temperature. Hence, the experiments were conducted 

within the ranges highlighted in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Test matrix for experimental 

campaign  

Parameters Unit Range 

Gas cooler pressure  Bar 80-95 

Gas cooler outlet 

temperature 
℃ 25-35 

Evaporation 

temperature  
℃ 5-10 

Air inlet temperature  ℃ 25-30 

Air outlet temperature  ℃ 20-25 

Glycol inlet 

temperature 

(evaporator) 

℃ 25-30 

Glycol outlet 

temperature  

(evaporator) 

℃ 12-25 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

At varying air evaporator capacities within the 

range of 2.37 to 2.73 kW which represents outdoor 

and indoor conditions of the building, the air inlet 

and outlet temperatures of the evaporator side was 

set to match the building conditions.  
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Three different conditions were run for the 2.37 

kW cooling load with evaporation temperature 

varying between 5 to 10℃ and the gas cooler within 

the range of 80-85 bar. The evaporation temperature 

has been substituted for their corresponding 

saturation pressure, which ranges between 40 to 45 

bar and used for descriptive purpose. Hence, 84/45 

implies a gas cooler pressure of 84 bar and 

evaporation temperature of 45 bar which represents 

the evaporation temperature of 10 ℃ . The 

corresponding system performance results are 

evaluated as presented in Figure 5.1.  

 

 
Figure 5.1: Cooling and heating performance 

at 2.37 kW air evaporator capacity 

 

The highest COP for both the heating and 

cooling application was obtained at 84/45 with 

corresponding values of 3.97 and 3.67. Reducing the 

gas cooler pressure by 5 bar and the evaporation 

temperature by almost 50%, 80/40 operating 

conditions resulted in lower system COPs of 3.84 

and 3.41 for the heating and cooling respectively. 

This represents a reduction of about 3 to 7% in 

respective COPs. This is to validate a previous 

assertion that increasing the evaporation temperature 

results in lower specific enthalpy of evaporation, 

while decreasing the gas cooler pressure results in 

decreasing specific enthalpy of condensation. The 

80/45 condition however gave a different 

performance to that of both the 84/45 and 80/40 trend. 

The resulting COPcooling of 3.44 was higher than 

80/45 condition, it however, a reduction in the 

COPheating of about 20% can be observed.  

Subsequently, the impact of having a higher gas 

cooler pressure for the same evaporation temperature 

cannot be underestimated. For the same evaporation 

temperature, the 80/45 condition gave a COPcooling 

about 6% lesser than that of the 84/45. This shows 

that increasing the gas cooler pressure for the same 

evaporation temperature at constant CO2 gas cooler 

outlet temperature of 31℃  has the potentials of 

increasing the cooling performance of the heat pump 

by about 6%. The corresponding COPcooling from 

the air evaporator for space cooling are 1.18, 1.1, 

1.08 for 84/45, 80/40 and 80/45 conditions 

respectively. The volumetric heating capacity is 

maximum at a higher gas cooler pressure of 85 bar 

due to large vapor density of the refrigerant while a 

higher volumetric cooling capacity also results from 

high pressure of the evaporator. 

 

Three different conditions were run for the 2.73 

kW cooling load with evaporation temperature 

varying between 5 to 10℃ and the gas cooler within 

the range of 80-90 bar.  The air evaporator 

performance represents the required indoor and 

outdoor conditions of 20℃ and 30℃ respectively. 

The highest system performance is obtained from 

90/45 operating conditions. The resulting heating 

and cooling COPs are 4.04 and 3.55 respectively. 

Decreasing the gas cooler pressure by 10 bar while 

keeping the evaporation temperature constant at 

10℃ resulted in about 13% and 7% decrease in COP. 

Other resulting system performance are highlighted 

in figure 5.2.  

 

 
Figure 5.2: Cooling and heating performance 

at 2.73 kW air evaporator capacity 

 

At a lower evaporation temperature of 5℃ and 

gas cooler pressure of 85 bar, COPs of 3.81 and 3.54 

for heating and cooling respectively. This implies 

that its heating performance is about 6% lesser than 

that of 90/45 while COPcooling remains relatively 

close. It however also had a better performance than 

80/45 with COPs increasing by up to 7% for both 

heating and cooling. It can also be deduced from the 

result that the optimum gas cooler is between 85 and 

90 bar, as they represent the region with the highest 

COPheating. The corresponding COPcooling from 
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the air evaporator for space cooling are 1.37, 1.28, 

1.34 for 90/45, 80/45 and 85/40 operating conditions 

respectively.  

Comparing the performance of similar 

operating conditions for different cooling capacity is 

discussed as follows. At an air evaporator capacity 

of 2.73 kW, the 80/45 condition showed a better 

heating performance with about 15% to that of the 

2.73 kW air evaporator capacity. While the 2.37 kW 

air evaporator capacity has a better, cooling 

performance than its counterpart does by about 5%. 

 

Evaluating the Carnot COPs and Carnot 

efficiencies for the space cooling operation of the 

experiment, the results are highlighted in Table 5.1.  

 

Table 6.2: Calculated Carnot efficiency 

 
 

The system efficiency compares the actual 

COP to the real COP of the system. It describes how 

close the performance of the system is to an ideal 

situation. It describes how much power is required 

for the real process to operate in an ideal situation. 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Relative comparison of simulated 

results to experimental results 

 

Some results of the simulation was compared 

and expressed in terms of its relativity to the 

experimental results, the outcome of which is plotted 

in figure 5.3 above. The deviation of the 

experimental results from the simulation results for 

the COP of the air evaporator at capacity of 2.73 kW 

ranges from 0.01 up to 0.15. The COPheating of the 

experiment relative to those of the simulation ranges 

had up to 0.3. The heating capacity of experiment 

was up to 0.12 relative to the simulated results. The 

experiment demonstrated better performance than 

the simulation. The predicted values from the 

simulation was within a maximum value of 0.25 

relative to the experimental results. The largest 

deviation as can be seen from figure xxx above to 

occur at gas cooler pressure of 80 bar and 

evaporation temperature of 10℃. 

 

Space cooling performance rating 

The performance of the system with respect to 

the evaporator capacity is evaluated with varying 

operating conditions. At a reference cooling capacity 

of the air evaporator at 2.37 kW to meet the indoor 

and outdoor condition of 22℃ and 28℃. Since these 

conditions were not run in actual room set up, EER 

and SEER used for the comparative analysis are 

considered instantaneous and only apply for a single 

operating condition. At evaporation temperature of 

10℃ and gas cooler pressure 84 bar, an EER value 

of 4.04. Decreasing the gas cooler pressure to 80 bar 

at same evaporation temperature, an EER value of 

3.69. Subsequently the SEER decreases from 4.61 to 

4.22. The decrease by 5 bar in the gas cooler resulted 

in about 9% decreases in the values of the EER and 

SEER. At lower evaporation temperature of 5.30℃ 

and gas cooler pressure of 80 bar resulted in EER and 

SEER values of 3.8 and 4.34 respectively. This is 

depicts an increase of about 3%. This clearly shows 

the energy efficiency of the heat pump for space 

cooling purpose is highly dependent on the 

COPcooling.  

By proportionally calculating the mass flow 

rate through the glycol and air evaporator, the 

corresponding compressor work input can be re-

evaluated. The EER and SEER value for the space 

cooling is corrected to 12.6 and 14.5 respectively at 

evaporating temperature of 10℃.  

 

6.4.2 Heat exchanger performance  

Cooling 

capacity

(kW) (%)

Operating 

condition 

84/45 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,18 2,40 %

80/40 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,11 2,26 %

80/45 2,37 22 28 49,2 1,08 2,20 %

90/45 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,37 4,67 %

80/45 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,28 4,37 %

85/40 2,73 20 30 29,3 1,34 4,57 %

                           

(℃) (℃)
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The overall heat transfer coefficient (U) of 

some of the heat transfer components are calculated 

using the equations xxx highlighted in section xxx. 

The U-value of water gas cooler with complete 

instrumentations for the 2.73 kW air evaporator 

experiment is enumerated and represented in Figure 

5.4 below:   

 

 
Figure 5.4: Overall heat transfer coefficients 

of experimental results. 

Drying 

The performance of the R744 is evaluated 

using the SMER and SEC and comparison with 

alternative refrigerants likewise was made. These 

parameters, SMER and SEC has been discussed in 

previous section. With specified reference values for 

the primary properties, other properties of the drying 

air is extracted for the air heating and moisture 

absorption process as shown in Table 5.2. The R744 

driven heat pump dryer has demonstrated to be an 

effective system, which removes more moisture at 

low energy consumption. Its operation results in a 

dryer’s efficiency of about 66% with potentials of 

removing about 3.14 kg/kWh while requiring low 

energy consumption of about 0.292 kWh/kg. 

Given the same conditions, the R744 cycle has 

the highest SMER of 3.42 kg/kWh, which is about 

28% and 45% better performance when compared to 

R410a and R134a cycle. This implies that the R744 

heat pump removes more moisture from the fabric 

for the same amount of energy input than R410a and 

R134a as shown in Figure 6.13.  Even though the 

R744 has the lowest  (ṁ𝑎 ṁ𝑟⁄ ) value and lowest 

specific enthalpy of condensation it however has the 

lowest specific enthalpy of compression which 

depicts lesser energy consumption.  

 

 
Figure 6.13: Comparison with alternative 

refrigerants for drying 

 

Subsequently, the R744 system has the lowest 

SEC of 0.29 kWh/kg compared to R134a, which has 

a value of about 45% more. This implies that R744 

requires lesser energy input into the system for the 

removal of moisture in the drying chamber. The 

R410a system also had a  SEC value about 28% more 

than the R744 system which means it consumes 0.37 

kWh energy per 1 kg of moisture removed from the 

cloth. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

As shown in both the simulations and experimental 

results, there potentials of better heat pump 

performance with integrating of solar energy. The 

heating capacity of the system will increase with no 

negative impact on the overall performance of the 

heat pump. With the increase in the heating capacity, 

the range of application can widened to cover 

simultaneous water heating and drying purposes. 

Supplementary-cooling load can be generated from 

the solar collector for refrigeration purposes.  

Integrating the exit flow of the dryer, as heat source 

for air evaporator will further increase the overall 

energy efficiency of integrated system. Although this 

was not possible at a low air evaporator capacity of 

2.37 kW, its applicability at a higher capacity of 2.73 

kW was established. 

The CO2 heat pump featured well among alternative 

refrigerants, with R410a having a relatively 

performance value to that of CO2, R134a performed 

lesser. 
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